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'Hey' he wrote 

 

Don’t know how to start so I just will. 

 

Its 4:22 in the morning and my book is finished 

 

I’ve been writing nonstop for 10 days 

 

It’s something I could not and would not have created without you 

 

Its many of the conversations we shared. Its many of our laughs. Its 

many of our fights. It’s many of many things. It's the next step in a 

path you helped me find. 

 

Its written in an attempt to grasp the hard truths you are always the 

quickest to notice. It’s a confrontation of hypocrisy and the lies we tell 

ourselves. 

 

Its 25,000 words in 150 pages and every single one has a purpose 

 

White Noise - a book you gave me. Had a deep impact on my style of 

writing this  

 

It is pure Chaos that stitches itself together at the end into something 

complete 

 

I'd be honored if you read it and I'd love to hear your thoughts 

 

I wish you well always 

 

Max 
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Stories from The Avocado Pit of Despair 
 

 

Alternate Titles Include: 
The Big 4 Accounting firms vs the Holy Trinity 

The New New Testament 

Testament the 3rd 

Trigger Warning: All 

Grey Noise 

It Seemed Like Such a Good Idea 

Death by Cuteness 

Chris Brown Beats the Odds 

The Kettle Screams 

Vegan Jessica I & II 

Aesthetic Morality 

Treading Karma 

God Gives a Handjob for Sunscreen at Burningman 

Casual Blasphemy 

Don't Show Grandma 

Big Dick Fred strolls through the locker room at the Y 

Credit Karma (taken) 

Karma Credit (domain available) 

Inconsistent Formatting 

A birds nest of warm toilet paper covers the rim of the seat 

Bureaucratic Masturbation 

How can I format this list to be in the shape of a Cross? 

Maybe I'll Do it Later 

God III: The Return of God 

Eat my body, BIIIIIITCH! 

Recognize your own behaviors as Part of the Problem 

Don’t Lead the Children So far 

Runon Sentences and bad Punctuation, 

 

 

If you feel lost, don't worry, we all do 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you mean I’m OUT!!!?? He thundered 

 

“I’m sorry, but The Board has voted.” 

 

“I built this. All of this. With my own two hands and you think you can 

just cast me out?” 

 

“The Board’s decision is final.” 

 

It'll be a cold day in Hell before you keep me out of my own home 

 

“Gabriel, please escort God off the premises.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Prologue 

 

Angel climbed slowly into the back of the dusty toyota truck. His crew 

sips from scratched and dented thermoses. They speak little. A thin 

sound of Mariachi radio perforates the back of the cabin. They are 

tired. Really tired.  

 

The Foreman’s demands are excessive and spontaneously conceived; 

It is exhausting to keep up. He changed his ideas frequently as the job 

expanded well beyond the scale and scope initially agreed upon, but it 

is difficult to complain to the Man who Holds your Money. 

 

Today was the 6th and final day on the job; payday. 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

God never really figured out purgatory. It was a rug sweep used to 

balance a sloppy equation, drunkly written for his latest creation, a 

world called Earth. High on poppers and thrice distilled Holy Spirits, 

God’s ultimate 6-day bender birthed this world and all its creation. 

Pupils dilated and spittle flying, God dictates demands to his mostly 

hispanic landscapers. 

 

“BIGGER!” he screamed at the mountains.  

 

“Guh-GREENER!” he belched at the meadows and forests. 

 

“MOAR fluffy things!” he exclaimed in joyful bliss, tossing armfuls of 

bunnies in infinite quantity high into the air. They land softly and 

wiggle their little noses. God chuckles in delight. “Do it again!” 

 

The mountains rose and the forests thickened. Happy critters frolicked 

in the newborn sunlight. 



 

Lucifer grinds up the Devil’s lettuce and passes God a joint. Inhaling 

too deeply, God coughs in a spasming fit. The smoke drifts higher 

forming the Milky Way. 

 

“Stick tiny trees on that one's head!” he yells at a deer. “N Fkuc that 

thing I wanit gone!” he slurred at a mosquito, smashing the freshly 

emptied bottle. Shattered shards of glass stick high in the sky and 

begin to twinkle. 

 

“Which theen, Heffe?” Angel inquired - but God’s Will plowed 

forward without pause or time for repetition. 

 

“WETTER!” he shouted at the Oceans. “Esse, I know you are God, 

but it is already as wet as ”…. “Now fill it with whales and fish and 

coral and kelp!” God overrode. The seas teemed with life in perfect 

harmony. Whales breeched and sang songs of joy. 

 

“Now add a bunch of weird gooey shit!” 

“Que?”  

“Take its brain away and make it an angry bag!” 

Puzzled eyes look left-right in confusion....  

 

“ ‘na bola enojada!  

Make an angry bag and call it a Jellyfish!” 

 

-------- 

 

A convoy of SUV’s kick up dust in the distance as Angel approaches 

the Foreman to square-up on the all-cash deal. The SUV’s screech into 

the parking lot and INS Agents pour from the doors. Policia! The 

Hispanic crew scatters in all directions as Immigration officers chase 



on foot. Angel is tackled to the ground and deported without pay. His 

daughter sits waiting in a cage at the border where she belongs.  

 

 

And thus the world was made 
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Book I: Welcome 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These are Words without Rules 

Let Go and Enjoy 

 



____________________________________________ 

 

Chapter 1: Cheesecake Crumble 

 

It was a 30-somethings dinner party hosted by a newlywed couple 

 

The facebook invite read: 

 

‘My husband Bradli and I would like to invite you to our 

Housewarming! As you know, my husband Bradli and I are about to 

welcome a new addition to the world and my Husband Bradli and I 

will not be drinking. but if you'd like to have a glass of wine with 

myself and my Husband Bradli and I, we will be enjoying a fabulous 

gluten-free dinner. 

 

The party starts at 6pm sharp, 452 D’Reamk Hill Lane Avenue, If you 

pass the second vegan free-range cupcake shop, you've gone too far! 

Please note my husband Bradli and I have to be up early for work so 

let's keep this one civil guys, haha, love you, cant wait for all the big 

laughs!  

 

See you all Thursday aka #FridayJunior (my Husband Bradli is so 

clever!) 

 

Love, 

 

Mr. and Mrs. Becky and Bradli D’edinside 

 

--------- 

 

Brian rides the elevator and approaches the door. A mess of social 

anxiety, he shuffles his housewarming gift to one hip and stretches for 



the doorbell with opposite hand. He has been hibernating in depression 

for months watching nature documentaries and thinking of his ex-

girlfriend. Brian does his best to compose himself, quelling the race of 

his beating heart by trying not to think about polar bears. 

 

An acrylic paw with long nails opens the door. It is connected to an 

oversized white sweater. 

 

The night is not starting off well. 

 

“Welcome Brian, Ohhh its sooooo good to see you. How have you 

been?” Becky says smiling in her sweater 

 

More words follow the generic pleasantries. 

 

“Oh what a lovely plant, thank you so much! On the coffee table is 

great” 

 

Brian places the Ficus on the coffee table and thinks of the handjobs 

Becky used to give him in highschool. Its polymer leaves are already 

beginning to brown. Becky leaves to bring water for the plastic plant. 

Over a decade ago he thinks. The Word decade seemed to spit 

punctuation on his prizeless existence. 31 with not much to show for it. 

31 with only 480 followers. Single and lonely. Brian misses moments 

of subtle intimacy. His mind spirals in a grey drain. 

 

----- 

 

Sparkle! 

 

A Brief Blinding by Becky’s Bling Breaks Brian’s Brainfunk. 

 



Becky’s Bling was Beautiful. She was almost certain it wasn't a blood 

diamond, but The World’s endless adoration for her 4th left finger had 

kept her too busy to investigate. 

 

One year in the future, after uploading a 489th photo of her 

PotatoBaby, Becky did her research. The gorgeous symbol of her 

Marriage was in fact a Zirconia made in China by an inquisitive 

Chinese Man at a place called Camp Laogai.  

 

She was a little pissed to find out how cheap her Husband Bradli 

turned out to be, but thought a jewelry making camp sounded fun!  

 

She wished him well without ever googling the word ‘Camp Laogai’.  

 

Becky was relieved to know it wasn't an African Blood Diamond. A 

scandal like that would be disastrous to her social media presence and 

could cause problems with her black friend.  

 

--- 

 

Brian surveys Becky and Bradli’s friends in the room and looks for 

anyone maybe single to talk to. There are no black people. 

 

A handful of people crowd the room, breathing unenthusiastically. 

 

Brian checks his phone 8 times in the next 40 seconds and works up 

the courage to start a conversation with the only apparent single 

human being in the room. It was a girl. 

 

An inch and a half from confidence, he tries to stand tall, but his five-

foot ten-and-a-half height betrays him. He walks in over-ridged 

posture to the mustard-haired bow-legged mountain troll. 

 



He says something 

She says something 

He says another thing 

She says something back 

A conversation. 

 

He says something again and she laughs saying 

"My boyfriend would love you" 

 

Hope dwindles 

 

“So uh, where is your boyfriend now?” He spoke 

“Oh, he’s out with his boyfren" the Meatball says withholding the D 

There's a subtext there I choose not to explore. 

 

I nod, as if understanding, thinking I gotta get the Fuck out of 

Brooklyn 

 

I look around the room, decorated with various furniture all the same 

shade of new. 

A living room manufactured like a dinner at Olive Garden. Lacquered 

in inauthenticity and lacking imagination; an uncurated solution, like 

the waiting room at a new office space. 

 

Fake gleams like the shellac on a mealy upstate New York Apple. 

Becky’s cubic zirconia winks sympathetically. 

 

"I love your coffee table" 

 

Thanks! I got it at Pottery barn 

 

I touch the table, running my hand along the edge to the underside. 

Unseen particle board completes the two hundred and forty-nine-dollar 



impersonation of wealth. A loose bracket wiggles under my fingers 

next to a sticker I can’t read saying Made in Laogai China. 

 

Dinner commences and conversation is stagnant. Words are spoken 

but nothing is said. 

 

Seven of the nine have decided to procreate with one another and 

discuss the mutual anxiety of impending motherhood. Two already 

have and pull up photos of their respective PotatoBabies on their 

iPhones. Their husbands discuss the local sportsball team and which 

sportball players will win the big sportball sportscontest sportsaward. 

The conversation briefly heats to argument before they mutually agree 

the future is uncertain. 

 

The evening progresses and conversations couple and splinter off. 

Those not speaking interact with their phones. 

 

The food was good at least 

 

I polish off a last bite of avocado toast and reach for dessert 

 

All eyes are pixelated now, fallen into the enchantment of digital 

social interaction. Occasionally, someone in real life shows someone 

else a meme on their phone. They laugh together and then go back to 

silent socialization. The teakettle whistles and no one notices. The dog 

is barking but no one notices. I am choking now but no one notices. 

My skin turns blue as I claw at my throat to the bundle of gluten free 

cheesecake crumble lodged within my esophagus. I pound the table 

and fall backwards, struggling for a breath I cannot take. The teakettle 

screams while the others gather around Becky to watch a trending 

livestream video of a French Bulldog puppy stuck on its back.  

 



Dying is taking longer than expected, so I pull out my phone and tune 

in to the french bulldog’s owners’ livestream. The Frenchi struggles, 

wiggling in an attempt to roll over - the dinner guests squeal in a 

collective overload of cuteness. I admit, it really is quite cute. 

 

I try to join the laughter, and die.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter II: A Case of the Mondays 

 

Reeling from celestial Hangover, God spent the next day of divinity 

(lasting thousands of mortal-years) hiding under the covers, emerging 

only to take a leak and pick up his Grubhub delivery from the Pearly 

Gates. Complaining he already hiked the 777 floor walkup, the brown 

delivery boy refused to bring God’s food to his bedroom and left 

swearing without a tip. God watched him descend the stairway from 

heaven thinking of punishments for the lazy boy before going back to 

bed. 

 

Closer than the bathroom, God stumbled to the balcony and took a 

piss, briefly flooding the world. He put a man named Noah in charge 

of cleanup and went back to bed. He woke briefly for a bite of his 

staleing bacon egg and cheese. It needed hot sauce. God swept 

breadcrumbs from the cloud-filled mattress and napped some more; 

thundering snores drowned by reruns of F.R.I.E.N.D.s.  

 

His hangover abating, God swiped right on a girl named Mary and 

invited her to come watch Netflix and chill. When God awoke, Mary 

was gone along with the crumpled bills and change on his dresser. The 

Earth-year was 2020 and much had changed. It was Monday and time 

to face the world... 

 

Fuck that’s a lot of emails -  

 

“Your aspirin and cappuccino, Sir. Made Irish, as requested.” 

 

eh, most these people dead already anyway, God thinks hitting delete 

{ALL} 

 

“Alright, fill me in” 

 



Here is the report you asked for sir 

 

Was Moses that guy we got high with? I have a kid!? 

 

“Jesus christ, they wrote that down!?” 

 

They carved it in stone, sir, his angelic assistant replied 

 

“Ya Dad?” Jesus called back, peeking his head into the office. 

 

“Jesus! Who the fuck are you?” God startled at the sudden appearance 

of a skinny long-haired kid. 

 

“I am your son, Jesus of Nazereth” 

 

“I….I named you Jesus? Fuck man, that’s a noise not a name” 

 

“How can I Help you, Father?” 

 

“Not now …. Jesus.” God side-eyed with contempt 

 

I SAID CHILL WITH THE GAYS, NOT KILL! It’s a CHUH CHUH 

sound not KHA. Bloody idiots. 

 

God read on. 

 

43 people have been stoned to death for mixing clothing fibers? I was 

just trying to get them to stop wearing cork wedges. They took that 

shit literally!? “Can’t a man vent a little from a mountaintop? Jesus 

Christ.” 

 

“Ya dad?” 

 



“I said not NOW damnit!” 

 

Jesus stayed 

 

“I'm ready to help Dad, I read all your books” 

 

“I DIDNT WRITE ANY BOOKS!” 

 

“Can we at least catch up? I've been waiting 2000 years” 

 

You waited two thousand years, you can wait some more, go get a job 

you bum 

 

-Jesus flees in tears- 

 

“He said you commanded him in the form of a burning bush.” God’s 

assistant continued 

 

I knew that old man couldn't handle his weed 

 

Oy, what a mess 

 

Well, nothing the ol G-man can’t fix. God cracks his knuckles and a 

thunderbolt sends a twin-engine Cessna screaming into the ocean. 

“Peter, contact the department of redundancy department. Gather my 

council and bring me the dead partners of the Big 4 accounting firms. I 

want all the lawyers and bankers you can find. We have work to do.” 

 

‘Right away sir.’ 

 

KPMG Help Us 

 

Amen 



III: The ballad of King Scott 

 

The sun sets the sky to fire 

 

Silver streaks of stratus clouds like staves on a sheet of music 

 

Turbulent tirading vermillion embers in a timeless dance  

 

A masterpiece painted from silken palette  

 

Shifting shadowcasts reveal the absence of what could be 

 

Trucknuts sway gently in the breeze 

 

 

A 38-mile gridlock on Alabama I-99 imprisoned some 34,000 people 

in steel boxes for the next 6 hours. Life would later know it as the most 

important think-tank of hetero sexual history. 

 

A distracted truck driver once transporting nearly seven tons of 

avocado toast, now lay bleeding at the front of the line 

 

A shattered iphone plays slivered shards of a french bulldog fringed in 

failing technicolor. It too fades to lifeless black 

 

Scott sits sweating behind the wheel of his F150 in a gridlock of other 

trucks 

 

The driver of the only Prius in Alabama sits shaking in his seat 

 



Scott chases a last bite of an overripe banana with a swig of his 

warming Monster Energy drink. He saves the peel to compost later to 

avoid being a one-dimensional character. 

 

Limp Bizkit plays at levels loud enough to assert his dominance over 

all other men in a 2-football field radius 

 

Or so he thought 

 

Unphased, an adjacent F160 pulls slightly ahead of his Ford F150 

 

His trucknuts are larger 

 

The driver, windows down, turns his music up higher. The lightning 

strike of a Motley Crue power cord triggers a minor rockslide. Four 

rabbits and a lame eagle are killed in the resulting landfall. 

 

Motley Crue. What a Faggot, Scott thinks out loud in a verbal juke of 

his crumbling self confidence 

 

The driver of the F160 hangs a hand out the window, slapping the side 

of his truck to the American-made beat. He pulls another 43 inches 

ahead of Scott’s truck revealing the stickers on the back of his even 

larger truck’s cabin 

 

Suck my dick, Faggot. 

 

Rage builds as a monster energy drink filled vein begins to pulse in 

Scott’s forehead. He begins frothing at the mouth shouting unheard 

insults into his overworked speakers. “Faggots!” His jowls shake in a 

way unique only to overweight white men.  

 

He thinks about them a lot 



 

Ooo they just make me so mad 

 

How they touch each other 

 

Disgusting 

 

I think about them a lot 

 

Sucking each others sinsticks 

 

Its not right 

 

I think about them a lot 

 

Their vile gyrating bodies 

 

Oiled leather on shaven skin 

 

Lucifers friction 

 

How could they 

 

Disgusting 

 

I think about them a lot 

 

Their big gay muscles and buttstuff 

 

I think about them a lot... 

 

 

The temperature outside is hung at 97 



 

Motley Crue changes to a Milo Yiannopolis podcast and Scott calms 

down. He thinks about grilling sausages when he gets home. Scott 

wipes the Monsterfroth from his mouth and decides 

 

“I should start a straight pride parade” 

 

---- 

Scott planned for months, organizing a Brotherhood of other hetero 

men through StraightManMeet.com. His chapter met regularly at the 

gym and discussed the women they could have sex with but hadn’t yet. 

 

High fives with strong eye contact built comradery and ensured neither 

party looked down. Grey sweatpants are a dangerous game. 

 

They take turns spotting one another lifting weights and refining their 

muscles, ever conscious to avoid any skin contact outside of high 

fives. A sly brush of bicep to thigh simmers with tension on the fourth 

rep of an inclined bench press 

 

“Don’t touch me faggot” Scott says to his spotter 

 

Protein shakes and high fives are fully finished, the Brotherhood of 

Real Men decides to hit the showers and continue planning the straight 

pride no-homoparade. 

 

What if we have parade floats? 

 

What are you a faggot? 

 

They stripped man naked, eyes to the horizon and enter the showers 

 



“Watch this Faggots”, Dirk Johnson proclaims. A thin yellow stream 

arcs towards the shower wall, climbing higher and leveling off around 

nipplehieght. An impressive flex of urinary effort. 

 

What the fuck are you doing, Faggot. Scott exclaims, aiming his own 

willy skyhigh and clenching kegels hard. Without stutter or sputter, 

urine arched out in pressured glory, climbing higher than the 

showerhead. 

 

Soon all men, dicks in hand, were urinating as hard as possible. Colors 

ranged from Pinot Grigio to a more radioactive shade of Mountain 

Dew. 

 

A primal growl of effort echoed the shower acoustics. Faces strained 

in exertion through the steamy mist. 

 

Drained of stream, the other 8 released their penises, defeated by 

inferior bladder sizes and their smaller muscles. They simply were not 

man enough. Scott peed all the way to the ceiling, splashing urine over 

the entire room. His stream didn’t stop for two more minutes.  

 

Dominance asserted, the other men rejoice in their golden shower, 

celebrating the strength and fortitude of their chosen leader. Scott, of 

modest willy and immeasurable bladder strength surveys his subjects. 

He will lead them. 

 

Show over, the weaker men avert eye contact and slowly back away in 

signs of submission. 

 

Scott steps forward out of the shower, blots his face and hangs his 

towel off erect penis. 

 



Rumors fly of Scott’s talents and the men across Alabama begin to 

speak. 

 

“I could take him” - thought every man 

 

But none could 

 

Piss battle after piss battle, Scott crushed every chapter of 

StraightManMeet.com 

 

Scott had gained title of King. 

 

His piss-soaked subjects rallied enthusiastically behind him. Ready to 

stand up to the changing world. 

 

----- 

 

The day had come. The day of Straightpride. 

 

Alphamales at front, a parade of F150s, F160s and even a muscular 

Ford F190 rolled down the streets presenting homophobobic bumper 

stickers and american made obscenities.  

 

A handful of people showed up to watch the display of Freedom and 

honor the real men of America. They left quickly claiming the scene of 

white men yelling from trucks was largely indiscernible from everyday 

traffic. 

 

Scott was all smiles and jowls. He had an extra Monster Energy drink 

to celebrate the occasion. 

 

Surveying his newfound nohomo kingdom he thought “This is what 

we fight for.” 



 

Suddenly, a convoy of hondas, priuses, hyundais and other non-

American made Libtard cars came cruising up to the Straight-Pride 

Parade. 

 

A torrent of colors erupted from inside presenting Men and women 

dressed in exuberance. Scott felt a flush of heat and stirring at some of 

the women. Their thick thighs on strong frames and very circular 

breasts punctuated by odd marks of handsome detail - it was 

something about their hands. They must be European he concluded. 

The other more clearly faggoted men filled him with rage. 

 

Faggots. Faggots have come to OUR DAY!. OUR SPECIAL DAY. 

 

“Haiiiiii! Im Staci” spoke a black man in pink. He flopped his wrists 

around saying “We heard about your parade and came to show our 

support! I believe everyone should be proud of Who They Are and 

How They Feel.  

 

The feeling of vulnerability is the price of exploration 

 

and we only get the one life. To ignore our desires is to ignore the Free 

Will God gave us. Plus it’s just so much fun! It can be really scary too, 

but the world loves individual identity... We should all be proud of 

who we are, so we came to support you too! 

 

“GET THESE FAGGOTS OUTTTA HERRE” The largest truck, an 

F190, blared over military grade speakers. Its brief soundburst 

knocked a Bald Eagle from the sky. It tumbled through the air, striking 

a powerline and disappeared with a flash and a cloud of burnt freedom 

feathers. 

 



“But we came to be supportive. We are happy for you in figuring out 

your personal identity, it was a huge struggle for each of us too.” Staci 

continued 

 

 

“Never SAY US fag. GET OUT NOW” 

 

A truck of levelheaded hetero men began brandishing guns while the 

truck adjacent revved its engine. Closest in proximity to the intruding 

faggots, the truck took the first move, beginning to aggress his vehicle 

against that rainbow of gods abominations. 

 

The LGBTQ convoy decided this was most definitely not worth their 

lives and packed up and drove away, sorry to see humans fail in a 

moment of potential self-discovery, but joyful in anticipation of their 

upcoming body grooming appointments. 

 

“Close one there boys” Scott proclaimed from what has become of his 

car. His humble F150 fused with the pure machismo of a man so 

capable of widestream deployment had evolved entirely on its own 

into an AMERICAN MADE M1 ABRAMS TANK. 

 

Scott crawled his way to the roof of the tank. The parade drifted past 

him. The tank seemed to drive itself, listening to every whisper of his 

testicles. An extension of his body. Testosterone rose to levels never 

before achieved. 

 

Some two dozen supporters lined the road 

 

He waved his hand, feeling the allegiance of energy permeating his 

every move. Uniting scores of men across state and county lines. 

 



“I will build an Army. Straight and Proud. To take back this Country. 

To Make America Great Again” 

 

A small chorus of cheers erupted 

 

He reached down and stroked the thick barrel of his vehicles weapon 

 

His heart pumped hard….. too hard 

 

He struggled to compose, but his left arm was tingling and his balance 

felt off 

 

Engine rumbles drowned the sound of human farts as Scott began to 

have a heart attack 

 

He fell from his command post, ragdolling down the side of the tank 

and onto the street. 

 

Scores of straight men jumped down to check on their alpha leader 

 

“Hhhheart attack” he mustered through struggled breath and went 

silent 

 

…… 

 

 

…………… 

 

 

…….. 

“I'm not gonna do it. You do it” 

 



‘Shutup faggot. You do it.’ 

 

This loop of conversation completed countless cycles as more hetero 

males got out of their Ford F150s 

 

“King Scott is dying, someone do it!” 

 

The strict code of No-Homo prevented any action 

 

Scott’s life was fading 

 

Driving the rogue prius, a practical, but definitely hetero male stepped 

up. 

 

“For the brotherhood!” he exclaimed before jumping Scott astraddle 

 

He touched King Scott’s body, guiding hands to heart with only a 

slight detour over hard nipple 

 

“GAAAAAAAYYYYY!!!” someone shouted 

 

Mr. Prius compressed Scott’s chest, over and over and over again. 

Pressing deep into marbled tissue. He counted to five and switched, it 

was time. At the cost of his hetero soul, Mr. Prius would save Scott. 

They kissed the kiss of life. 

 

Their lips touch and the spark of vitality surges within them both. 

 

King Scott feels alive, truly alive, for the first time 

 

His lungs draw a deep breath, inhaling the intoxicating aromas of his 

savior 

 



His eyes stay closed to a moment he never wants to end 

 

I AM ALIVE 

 

Unknowing, his hands wrap around his hero, drawing him in closer 

 

Mr. Prius resists at first, but the magnetic attraction is as unshakable as 

the tangle of their beards. Like velcro 

 

He savors his savior; the salvatory sensations send shivers south. Wet 

tongues twist and twirl dancing amongst notes of caffeinated citrus and 

beef jerky. They kiss passionately, ringed by the disgust of their 

former brothers. 

 

Cries of GAYFAGGOTGAYFAG erupt in chaos. 

 

Runner-up pisser and second in line to the hetero throne, Kyle steps 

forward, certain he cannot endure the atrocities before him. 

 

He throws the Prius driver off and begins choking the treason from 

Scott, the man who had brought them all together. It would be a mercy 

killing to this false idol of hetero hope. 

 

Kyle chokes Scott as hard as he can only to hear the words “Choke me 

harder daddy” erupt from Scott’s mouth. Briefly stunned by that verse 

of perverse, Kyle obliges the request and chokes Scott harder. “Stick a 

finger in my ass” Scott says. Kyle cant stop himself now, the king has 

spoken. He reaches around and inches an index finger into Scott’s 

sinhole. He moans in ecstasy. More men join in, wrestling the spread 

of evil until they find themselves lying on back, side or all fours - 

penetrated with new desires.  

 



The tank putters forward, overturning the truck in front of it. Oil spills 

across the writhing bodies. 

Mike Pence ejaculates and drops his extasy. The straight pride erupts 

into an orgy of too-long subdued curiosities. 78 men grunt like animals 

in sighs of release, united by new pleasures discovered together. 

 

Scott, at the bottom of the hetero men only sex pile begins to suffocate 

on an ass firmly planted on his face 

 

He loves it. 

 

Life is nothing without this. This is who I am. 

 

He dies happy. His tongue continuing to flick for hours even after his 

brain ceased all function in death. 

 

A roll of paper towels is passed around and the straight men clean 

themselves up. Fox racing shirts and MAGA hats firmly affixed, the 

group climbs back in their respective trucks and agree the devil made 

them do this. 

 

 

End Book I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Le Interlude 

 

This is a great spot to pause.  

 

 

 

Now that you are warmed up to my style its going to go deeper and 

faster 

 

 

This book is only pretending to be a book.  

 

It is best read in binges. These are Words with Inertia and the 

momentum is important.  

 

 

You are at page 30 and the next intermission comes around page 

90. Twice what you have read already to help you gauge your time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Book II 

 

 

 
 Father 
 Son 
 Holy Spirit 
 

The Holy Trinity vs The Big 4  
 

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Ltd 
Pricewaterhousecoopers 

Ernst and Young Global Ltd 
 KPMG (kind of) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter IV 

 

The Holy Trinity vs The Big 4 

 

God enters the Room. Perfect in every way. Stoic and strong, 

resonating power. The old Masters of Renaissance would slit their 

wrists in failed attempts to capture such divine beauty; it is a perfect 

replica of the Goldman Sachs War Room. 

 

Around the table sit the founding partners of the Big 4 accounting 

firms, Lucifer, and various other figures of financial divinity. 

Respective disrespected harems of Interns and analysts stand on tired 

feet, jostling in a passive-aggressive mosh, eager for facetime with the 

most powerful beings of all time, and God. 

 

God takes his seat and gestures -  

 

“Adam, fill them in” 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen. The path to divinity has become stagnant. The 

gray zone of morality is spreading quicker than we can contain. We've 

lost the contrast of Good and Evil. There are just too many gray souls 

flooding the gates. 

 

Adam stands and signals his secretary 

 

“Eve, bring the Quant in.” 

 

A meek man with glasses enters the room, shuffling papers and charts. 

He gathers himself and begins 

 

“The world has become complicated. The shift from a Fear-based to a 

Faith-based standard 2000 years ago brought us back on course, but 



then this whole idea of philosophy threw off our earlier model by a 

good six centuries, and now, with the advent of the computer, I just 

don't know anymore. Who is good? Who is bad? Everyone is coming 

through grey.” 

 

Go on... 

 

“Well Mister G, our models show it's the contrast of Black and White, 

Good and Evil, that is the push-pull running the human condition. It's 

the Highs and Lows in the Tides of Morality that move the system, not 

this Slack Tide of indifference. Everyone is too afraid to do anything 

from Fear of Judgement on a thing called Social Media. The Good are 

Conscious-Choked from taking Real Action by the rampant trolls and 

the trolls are exporting a hedge of humor alongside their wrongdoings 

creating a very slim net negative, not true Evil. Never enough to move 

the needle and firmly cementing them in purgatory. It’s becoming 

worse every grey. It’s spreading, clogging up paths to greatness and 

swatting down evil before it manifests into anything close to 

apocalyptic.” 

 

Social media? 

 

“something the humans invented to feel less lonely when they figured 

out you weren't watching” his assistant whispered “they like to be 

watched” 

 

“The stagnation is stalling reincarnation and before long we will run 

out of enough high-karma souls to reincarnate the human populace. 

They will keep breeding, but the children born will either not survive, 

or worse, be born soulless and devoid of the presence of Grace. 

Doomed to a life of avocado toast and instagram vacations. 

 

“like they never existed at all.” God gasped 



 

“Until now we've just been putting people in a repeating cycle of 

karmatic reincarnation, but those systems are coming under strain. 

Purgatory was never meant to be a permanent solution, simply an 

intermediary holding tank, but now it's become by far the largest 

population of souls with not enough resources to maintain its size. We 

are hemorrhaging divinity - ON CREDIT!  

 

The room gasps 

 

Hell’s move to a brimstone-neutral terror output has gutted our bottom 

line. Quite simply, the system will not last.”  

 

Energetically muted side-spoken conversations erupt around the room 

 

God pounds his fist for silent attention and a thunderbolt strikes a 

lonely raccoon. 

 

“Ideas, please…” 

 

 

An eager analyst jumps at the opportunity 

 

“What if we spark up some real evil, give people a chance to stand up 

to something so clearly wrong - you know like send them Nazi’s again 

or something….”  

 

“We tried that Bill, but they just tweeted about it - there are more 

Nazis every day” 

 

Ok, how bout the ol’ razzle-dazzle, hitem with the Moon landing, 

show them what Humans are capable of when they work together. 

Give them something to aspire to 



 

…. Well, we put it on youtube, but the moon landing only has like 

600k views 

 

“Six hundred thousand! That’s all of them! Great work” God responds 

 

“Well not really sir, human populations really took off with the 

creation of vaccines and now number in the billions. The video has 

been online for years now and by comparison, there's a live-stream of 

a french bulldog stuck on its back that just cracked 30 million views 

and its only about 14 minutes old.” 

 

Hmmmm….. 

 

“How about we threaten them with an apocalypse - warm up the globe, 

melt the oceans, something like that.” Suggests a long-dead senior 

KPMG partner. 

 

“Its already happening and all they did was ban drinking straws and 

plastic bags” responds Gabriel 

 

“They got rid of my angry bags!?” God speaks in quickening fear 

 

“No sir, the Jellyfish are doing just fine. It’s a different kind of angry 

bag the humans invented.” 

 

“Show them pictures of polar bears drowning” another analyst adds 

 

“Didn’t work” 

 

“Play sarah mclaughlin in the background!” 

 



We tried, there is just no effect. Someone edited the video to include 

Super Mario sounds and the resulting tidal wave of memes pushed our 

efforts to the second page of Google. 

 

“You are telling me they watched Nazis return, Polar bears drown to a 

ballad by Sarah Mclagauglihin, and they still don’t care enough about 

their precious globe of life to do ANYTHING at all?” 

 

“They think the world is flat Mr G.” 

 

What? 

 

“They don’t think it’s a globe, sir, they think it’s like a disc with 

edges” 

 

Lucifer what did you do? 

 

“Wasn’t me, honest” the Devil says raising his hands in innocence 

 

Mr. Ernst, dominant partner of Ernst and Young, rises from his seat.  

 

“Esteemed colleagues …. and God. I talked to my team and we may 

have a solution.... 

 

Free markets have a way of adding liquidity to systems as well as 

identifying strengths and weaknesses. What if karma was a convertible 

commodity instead of an absolute?” 

 

What do you mean? 

 

Well, as it stands, souls reincarnate with whatever they can afford with 

their Karmatic savings minus interest. By and large the system 

currently operates something like: 



 

Be good flower and become a Bee -> pollinate lots of flowers and 

become a -> small mammal -> larger mammal -> primate-> human-> 

angel-> celebrity -> and ultimately to nirvana: Dog 

 

Be a good boi and go to heaven God smiles. 

 

On the flip side, evil reincarnation paths along the lines of 

 

Mosquito -> Little demon -> Big Demon -> Instagram Influencer -> 

Velociraptor -> people who post spoilers-> Bed Bug -> Alabama State 

Politician 

 

What if instead of reincarnating as a mouse, a really excellent 

bumblebee could exchange her karma from Heaven’s Halos into the 

Devil’s Embercoins and come back as a Hellanalyst or a Junior 

Demon Associate? 

 

Hellanalyst with benefits? 

 

Hell No. 

 

Flip from Good to Evil at a rate established by the free market. A big 

demon could become a happy hamster or the politician could 

reincarnate as a full blown human? The good bad divide will widen 

pushing souls more fluidly through processing and lowering the 

incarcerated population of purgatory. 

 

God: I love it 

 

Female Angel: I’m not so sure about that, morality can be relative, but 

was never intended to be flexible 

 



Quiet Woman or I’ll put you back in my rib 

 

I mean Nazis are back, What else could go wrong? 

 

“Eh, its nothing god cant handle, right? 

God fears nothing. God is always ready. God is always right. God has 

a 10" dick rock hard at all times. God needs no filter and speaks 

outloud in the 3rd person.” 

 

..... 

.. 

. 

 

k 

 

.... 

 

*whispers *He goes off like that sometimes - Mr. Young whispered to 

his slav….Intern. 

 

So we agree then? Create a karmic market for exchanging Heaven’s 

Halos to Hell’s Embercoins.  

 

The female intern peeps up. What about a UBI? 

 

“Just drink cranberry juice” 

 

No, UBI. Like a Universal Basic Income - Just give everyone a few 

extra karma points so they dont feel so stuck? Help move everyone in 

a better direction. A little infusion of hope could go a long way. 

 

And where exactly would that Karma come from? A condescending 

man speaks 



 

You cant just print more Halos. He manstates. 

 

Of course not Sir, printing Halo’s would only diminish the value of 

sacrifice, but what if we take just a tiny bit from the karmaticly rich 

and give to the poor. Between Gandhi and Mother T, there's a horde of 

karma large enough to help all souls and it'd still be peanuts to them. 

 

Everyone laughs in hysterics 

 

“Priceless, Ernst, where did you find this one?” Mr. Young says, 

wiping away a tear. “but for real slav…..uhh intern, dont be retarded. 

We want to widen the gap, not shrink it.” 

 

Laughter subsides as the mostly aging white-male filled room collects 

itself 

 

“So its agreed then. Free-market meets Free-will. Well just need your 

God Hancock here, assigning us the necessary authority to institute 

these changes. The gears are in motion and we will have boots on the 

ground in notime. It’s our core competency to asses these paradigm 

shifts and manage them from incubation to incombletitude.” 

 

I like the sound of those words. Hand me a pen. 

 

Eve slides a G-2 Pilot by blic, the greatest pen on Heaven and Earth, 

across the table. 

 

God scribbles his signature 

 

We’ll be rich again in no time 

 

Wait what? 



__________________________________ 

 

V: Y’AllQueda  

 

Marysue beth-allan is an investigative journalist for buzzfeed. Her 

recent article ‘10 ways to Win the war on Men’ went viral in its idiocy. 

She had plenty of thoughtful points dissecting ideas of complementary 

strengths to invigorate new frontiers of intersex cooperation. She 

broached subjects ranging from body sovereignty to consent education 

starting in elementary school. She discussed the steeply rising rates of 

suicide in young adult men. She argued everyone should learn basic 

self defense and postulated that boys and girls should play sports 

together in prepubescent ages when gender differences are entirely 

irrelevant.  

 

Her audience never left that gorgeous clickbait title and comments 

quickly divided between “You go girl” and “I hope that bitch gets 

raped” There were many many other comments of ration and reason, 

unfortunately they were posted by neither influencers nor trolls and 

thus, unimportant. 

 

She did get raped. 

 

Beaten unconscious in an alley walking home from work and 

penetrated by nearly 3 inches of INCEL penis, Marybeth woke to a 

quiet hospital room all alone. The TV was on and the morphine 

dripped slowly, numbing the emotion of uncertainty.  What happened? 

Last I remember I was walking home.  

 

Her leg itched and she scratched. Hand glidding past her pubus, it 

resurfaced the oceanic covers sticky with blood. Oh God, what the 

fuck. 

 



Her panic rises as the pieces click to place. Marysue Beth Allan had 

been attacked. Wickedly violated in a most monstrous way. A bitter 

rage slices through a community of unprepared emotions touching 

loss, violation, uncertainty, and premature thoughts of revenge and 

justice. All of the above punctuated by the rapid building of panic and 

fear unbridled. Mary beth was about to lose her shit and scream when 

the nurse came in with a balloon and flowers. 

 

“Here, these are from the State of Alabama to congratulate you on 

your new child. By gods grace such an atrocity could be lined with 

such beauty.” 

 

I am Three days pregnant 

Thoughts and prayers poured in viral quantity. 

 

In Alabama, Lawyers had proven a three day old male Alabaman fetus 

already had the potential to cure cancer and compose symphonies of 

effervescent beauty to rival Mozart, Beethoven and any other non-

American eurotrash musician.  

 

The infant's life was to be protected at all costs. He is our future. 

 

Had the unsexed cluster of cells been microscopically diagnosed 

female, a combination JiffyLube/Abortorama located down the street 

would help flush the useless fetus no problemo. Another doctor came 

in and administered the small but rather stylish scarlet letter tattoo to 

Mary-beth’s wrist. “You really should have gotten married first” he 

says. 

 

Mary composed herself as best she could and checked out the door. 

She grabbed a bite of avocado toast and booked a bus to New York 

City; The City That Never Keeps. 

 



The wifi on the greyhound was slow, but enough to book an abortion 

at a local coffee shop. She used Groupon and saved 30%. There was 

no question in her mind. She had always wanted children, but not this 

one born of violence. She felt disgusted at her own body. Maybe she 

didn't want children anymore at all; a thought for later. The fear and 

anxiety was actively rewiring her brain at each step, unable to catch up 

with the overwhelming changes in her world. 

 

She reached the clinic and met with the doctors and baristas. 

Everything was pretty normal here… so normal it felt not-normal. The 

doctor asked twice if this was the choice she wanted to make and on 

the second consent, went to work in flushing the little jelly bean out. A 

quintupple espresso did the trick. Some say they heard symphonies 

playing as it swirled in the toilet bowl, but that could have been from 

the new indy band practicing downstairs inappropriately named Fickle 

Fetus. 

 

The procedure done, Marysue has 4 more hours of allocated rest in a 

monitored recovery room. She turned on the TV to see the new 

Kardashian’s prequel, a CGI retelling of Kendalls journey from gawky 

rich teen to leader of the semi-free world. Beth Mary Sue Allen opts 

instead to watch coverage of Art Basel - Miami. The biggest cocaine 

party in the world, now with three times more art. 

 

The talk show hosts a panel of female artists. 

 

Miami Art-Basel pushed hard for feminist artwork to be highlighted 

this year. Afterall, human rights are a timeless issue and it’s important 

to stay current. The mostly white-male curators had hoped for slightly 

more pop references and a little less nagging, but found few artists that 

satisfied the chromosomal criteria. They did not look hard. 

 



The braless echo chamber continued its paneled discussion, agreeing 

they were not like other girls. They discussed everything from the 

purely external hetero white male influences suffocating their 

inherently successful vaginas to Becky’s disastrous bangs. They were 

definitely not like other girls. 

 

A man in the audience stands to ask a question and his wife silences 

him to his seat with a firm emotional put down. 

 

Hip O’Chrissy dominates the discussion, pointed in her attempts to 

keep the spotlight and steer conversations back to her individual body 

of work. Liver-spotted white men had selected her as the face of the 

Neo-femenista movement. Armpit hair like rapunzel, she fields 

questions from the host. 

 

“So what is it that you have created for Miami Art Basel 2020?” the 

host starts 

 

“My body of work is an exploration of woman’s suffrage through the 

disturbing and unsettling real photos of the victims of rape and 

domestic abuse.” 

 

“Isn’t woman’s suffrage about voting rights?” interrupted a man-child 

in the audience 

 

“DOnt you DARE. DONT YOU DARE come here during MY time 

and attempt to steal MY thunder with YOUR mansplaining” 

 

A cacophony of high pitched noises erupt from the audience and a 

flock of seagulls briefly alters course. 

 

“Sorry, I just thought...” he stuttered 

 



“Stick to just ‘Sorry’ and let the warriors talk, hunny.” The mostly 

female audience chuckles and applauds the shutdown. 

 

“So my body of work is a series of photographs of abused and 

mistreated women. I want to show the realities of toxic masculinity 

through their bruised and battered faces. 

 

Take Krishna for example - her man just couldn't take losing an 

argument and hit her in his ape-like capacity for handling his 

emotions. We have the transcript of events right here from the police 

report. It reads: 

 

Do I look fat in this dress? 

“No, Love, you look beautiful” Dave goes back to reading his book 

 

Well what if I want to look fat? It’s my body my rules 

“Uh, Ok” - his finger briefly stutters mid paragraph 

 

If I get fat will you still love me 

“Sure” he says trying to concentrate 

 

A rising pitch of Ooooos harmonizes from the studio audience 

“Big Mistake” Hip O’Crissy chimes in 

 

Fuck you Chris, are you saying you only love me for my body 

“That's not what im saying.” 

Then what are you saying? Krishna shoots back 

 

“I dont know, you started this conversation, i'm just trying to read my 

book” 

Krishna grabs the book from his hand and throws it in the fireplace 

Curling pages of ‘Middlesex’ brown and ignite 

 



Well if that book is more important to you than talking with me then I 

don't think this is going to work out, mister 

 

“YOUR FUCKING RIGHT ITS NOT YOU CRAZY CUNT. YOU 

JUST THREW MY BOOK IN THE fucking FIRE. What is wrong 

with you?” 

 

Did he really just use the “C” word? The TV show host shouts in 

shock 

“Prime display of a toxic male” Points out Hip O’Chrissy 

 

Oh so now im fat and crazy? Well fuck you and all your books. 

Krishna starts ripping volumes from his shelves, tearing pages and 

breaking brittle trinkets thoughtfully collected in his travels.  

 

She tries to tilt the bookshelf over, but its like super heavy, so she 

switches back to hurling emotionally targeted verbal bullets. 

 

“I was never important to you, just eye candy till I gain a few pounds 

and you dump me for someone else. Fuck you Dave, you have no idea 

how to talk to women, no wonder your mother left you” 

 

He slaps her firmly 

 

“Im out of here” he says leaving in fear that he cannot contain a 

follow-up one-two cunt-punch combo 

 

“Oh no you arnt, mister, im calling the cops” 

 

And just like that Dave spent the next 60 days in county jail. He lost 

his job, benefits and the respect of all his friends and family. His face 

went viral first on tumblr, then to facebook. Unquantifiable comments 



of hate permeated his every waking moment. Regret and shame fill his 

dreams. 

 

Like Queen Cersei herself, Krishna wore her scarlet cheek with pride 

for the full three hours it took to fade. 

 

Snapping selfie after selfie, she showed the world the handywork of 

such an emotionally stunted man.  

The Snapchat beauty filter really brings the rouge bruise to 

prominence. Had Dave slapped this version of her, he would have 

surely cut himself on such sharp cheekbones. 

 

You can see the defiance and confidence in her womanhood through 

the direct eye contact of her photo. Hip O’Chrissy states. “it really is 

quite chilling.”  

 

“Chilling indeed, can you show us a few more?” The host inquires 

 

“Sure. This is a warrior Goddess named Mary Beth Sue Allen. Raped 

and defiled, her life stolen and crushed for writing an article men did 

not want to hear. When will Men learn to hold themselves in line. 

When will Men learn consent? When will Men learn they cannot just 

take what they want?” 

 

The audience erupts in applause 

 

“Truly horrific, but she survived and is healing well. Marybeth if you 

are listening to this, your sisters are here for you!” 

 

Taking off pinkie ring after pinkie ring, the audience struggles to clap 

even harder 

 

What was the article she wrote? 



 

“I didn't read it, but the title was clear. We need to win the War on 

Men!” 

 

Applause crescendos. Bras around the world burst into flames. Venus 

razor sales plummet and liberated showerdrains gurgle with delight. 

 

“I use MaryBeth as the flagship story of my art instillation on consent 

and self ownership” 

 

And of course im assuming you got her consent in sharing these 

images? The host questions 

 

“Oh yes, I mean she definitely would consent, I mean look at how she 

dresses. How much more of a reporter could she be and what reporter 

does not secretly want to share every story.” 

 

 

Gathering her sanity, Marybeth called Hip O’Crissy, imploring her to 

remove the photo and allow her time and privacy to grieve and heal. 

 

“Dont you want to help our cause?” 

 

‘What cause?’ 

 

“Ending the patriarchy of course! Ushering in the new world of 

individual sovereignty and human rights. We deserve better. Women 

deserve more! Ah hang on, reception on this phone is shit, my 

boyfriend was too cheap to get me an iphone. There, is that better? 

You know we still only earn .86 on the dollar for what a man gets. We 

are just taking what is ours, makes sense right?  



 

Thanks hun, my Uber is here, gotta go, Im meeting this guy for drinks, 

hes like crazy rich and a little suicidal, seems desperate for a woman’s 

attention. And a girls gotta eat! Congrats on your baby!” 

 

The phone hung up 

 

A cocktail of tragedy and chemical imbalance made her reach for the 

phone again. MaryBeth Sue Allen grabbed the phone corde and began 

to wrap it around her neck. She got it tight and then slipped down the 

side of the bed. Cords constricting her neck, she died in sad shades of 

blue. 

 

The French Bulldog puppy was still on its back, rocking rolling and 

struggling to upright. The viewcount scratched 700 million. The staff 

of on-call doctors and nurses squeal in delight. No one noticed the 

flatline sound. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



_______________________________________________ 

Chapter Styx: Indexing Fire and Brimstone 

 

He was the best 

So good he sold ice to an eskimo and sand to an arab 

An iphone to Helen Keller and a book to Floyd Mayweather 

Condoms to the Pope and a glass of water to a drowning man 

Topping it all, he sold Financial derivatives to the Devil 

Master of Lies. 

Bruce Myers 

 

------------------------------ 

 

Its chaos 

“You would not believe how many financiers are down there 

Inventing shit faster than we can possibly keep up” 

 

What do you mean inventing? 

 

“It just doesnt even make sense Mister G - The Hellanalysts I called 

explained it to me like seven times and it still sounds chinese 

 

Heaven’s markets are stable, but Hell’s Embercoins are seeing an 

unnerving amount of volatility and prices are rising to all time highs. 

 

Something called dark derivatives? They claim it’s a new asset class 

that will give investors more choices, but it feels wrong, maybe even 

blasphemous. These convoluted financial instruments are wreaking 

havoc on our system!” 

 

How so? 

 



“Sir, they found a way to strip the risk off every ill-tempered Alligator 

and attach it to a single teenage Beaver.” 

 

What!? 

 

Its madness, sir - the River Styx is damned up with human body parts 

and the gators are too scared to bring anyone close enough to unclog it. 

We tried to go in on foot, but the beaver ripped the demon 

maintenance crews to shreds and added them to the pile. 

 

No more souls can enter hell. Anyone who tries is beaver Damned. 

 

Aren't you overreacting, Eve? The consulting firms told me some early 

shakeups were inevitable with the new system. Are you sure you’re 

not just on your period? 

 

“God…. I’m concerned the Big 4 are in on it too. The Big 4 are 

omnipresent, Sir, they have agents and offices literally all over the 

world connecting every corporation. They have fingers in every pot. 

We've never discussed this, but I believe they have people downstairs 

too if you know what I mean.” 

 

At the Chilis? 

 

No Sir. I think the Big 4 have agents in Hell. 

 

Ill call my brother 

 

Hey youve reached Lucifer, leave a message 

 

“Hey Luce, call me baby!” 

 

 



--------------- 

 

Bruce Myers, known to mankind as the betaWolf of Wall Street, sat 

shackled to desk with 6 monitors. He waited eternally for trade 

confirmations that would never come. His chair had no lumbar support 

and the coffee was stale. 

 

For years he sat watching and waiting, funds never settling. He missed 

trade opportunity after trade opportunity, screams of frustration 

drowned by the sounds of happy children enjoying food and clean 

water. 

 

Fuckin freeloaders. 

 

It truly was Hell. 

 

His eyes glazed the patterns of moving candlestick charts. A pixel 

bouncing on the screen, tormenting him with profits he was impotent 

to collect. If only the money would reach my account he thought. 

 

Bruce called his bank for the six hundred and sixty sixth time and was 

placed again on a brief hold. 

 

A platinum mine collapsed in Zambia, killing 34. The precious metal’s 

price skyrocketed before him like a masterpiece painted by the brush 

of free-market capitalism. Green bar after green bar it climbed higher 

to his despair. He sat shackled to his chair, unable to do anything at all. 

 

Woe is I, he wept 

 

 

--------- 



 

Ping! 

 

Bruce couldnt grasp what was happening, reading comprehension was 

never his strong suit. An email calling him a total Dick dropped into 

his inbox and a flood of something called Embercoins filled his stock 

market account.  

 

His six screens changed and filled with strange but somehow familiar 

words 

 

One finger, he typed with the grace of a chicken pecking corn. 

 

A chimp with the tools of a surgeon, Bruce googled yahoo and entered 

“the news” into an antiquated searchbar 

 

Articles from Murdoch’s newly founded Pergatory News Network, 

PNN, flooded his view 

 

He read article headline after article headline and it finally clicked-ish. 

 

The names had changed but the game was the same 

 

He bought brimstone futures and margined them for clickbait. 

Clickbait prices soared and his desk-shackles began to loosen. 

He short sold vices from marijuana to pinterest and used the money to 

buy hookers. 

The hookers left and he went back to trading. 

 

His account balance climbed higher and higher. Shackles shattered and 

dropped to the floor. He was finally free 

 

Bruce stayed seated.  



 

Brokerage houses called, begging him for his business, but the Schwab 

platform is hard to beat. 

 

He pekked on his keyboard, exchanging emails with the Big 4 

accounting firms and placing help-wanted ads on Craigslist. He 

expanded his operation, hiring unpaid interns, promising them a 

beautiful future despite knowing he had nothing to offer in return.  

 

A knock at the door and the Devil himself enters 

 

“Bruce baby, seems like you got quite an operation going on” 

 

“Look man, we are an above the board operation paying minimum 

wage against commission….” 

 

The Devil’s laughter interrupted Bruce’s well rehearsed escape from 

responsibility 

 

“Nah Bruce, I don't care about that. You think Hell was built with 

labor laws? I love what you're doing and I want in.” 

 

“Well Lucifer, your in luck buddy. I've got a deal you're gonna love…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter VII: A Tale of Two Shitties 

                            

 

Pushing Weaponized Sex to the #2 spot, the new hit single Moral 

Aesthetics topped the charts. The original track included verses by R 

Kelly and was truly sublime, but deemed unmarketable. Seven felonies 

had become the cap of mainstream enjoyment. 

 

----  

Bassy beats hype The Club  

The energy is electric, punctuated by aggressive flows from Cardi B as 

she dominates the stage 

- 

 

Cardi! 

Hot Sex, Rolex. Diamonds. Plat Card. 

Bottle after bottle you know thats how we get hard 

Rather be at home with my Dogs in a Sweater 

But my Image is Important so my wants dont matter. 

 oooooo! 

 

Stealin all they money, my voices sweet like honey 

These Hungry Dogs chasin for my bunny 

Soft dawgs, hard paws, scratchin fo my itch 

But I am Cardi B aaaaaand you can.not catch dis bitch! 

 

Chris Brown overlays lines in flow breaks with extraordinary talent 

 

Dont check yo drink. Dont check yo drink 

 

Cardi continues 

 

Walkinto the club all eyes. on. me. 



Dress so tight. they all gotta see 

Snake Charmer, Go Harder. King Cobra, Venom Drop 

Blinded by his lust he didn't think to stop  

I spot a Yogi Bear and knowww he wants to smash  

I stepup to the plate, Swingin Bats of Eyelash 

Invite him to my room and we gone in a Flash 

The roofie knocks him out and I pocket all his caaaaash 

 

She slipped a roofie in his drii.iiiiii.ink 

Cardi B slips roofies in Mens Drinks 

 

 

 

Stupid motherfucker sipped martini and a Goodie! 

Ridin on his dick I grind his little woody! 

I Take What is Mine, cus life’ll give ya nothin 

He probably would have liked it cus im so good at Fuckin, ye ye ye ye! 

 

Breeeezy 

No one cries for men if they still get laid. If his dicks erect can he still 

get raaaaapped? 

 

No one cries for men if he still get laid. If his dick is erect can he still 

be raaaaapped? 

 

Caaar’di  

Throwin Equal rights I catch him with a left. Craftin with them words 

cus my lyrics is so deft. My flow is. hot. and my voice. is candy. All 

these Jellybeanbitches just. CANT. STAND. ME! 

 

greatest candy wrappers in the woooooooorld 

 

Wicked words from Cardi! 



Stealin that man’s Moni! 

He Sipped a Martini and felt a lil Funni 

Surgical scar fresh below his Tumi 

Its really hard to rhyme with stolen kidni 

 

---- 

The rest of the song wasnt nearly as catchy, but the hypnotic beat 

punctuated by Breezy saying “ye” kept it danceable -- the author 

pondered putting an additional five minutes of effort into writing these 

lyrics but felt the message transcended its need for melodic adaptation. 

---- 

 

I take what I Get. Livin life without re.gret.  

I beat men, raped men, robbed and stole, 

 but my fans dont care cus im not like other giiiiirls 

 

Shes not like other giiiirls 

greatest rappers in the woooooooorld 

Ye ya ye yeah!! 

 

C Breezy enters with gorgeous verse and panty-dropping dance moves 

 

Flow so smoothe you ignore. my history 

Which woman I assault next is still. amystery 

Soon to be solved, breathe fresh with listerine 

Something made me sad so I hit her with my fistyrings! 

 

Heyey! 

 

30 years old with unresolved issues. I cry in my cash like cottonelle 

tissues. 



These bitches is scared of me. I really need therapy. Childhood scars 

transformed to rap bars. My future echoes with the sound of police 

caaars 

 

A-List! 

 

That bitch sees staars 

A-List! 

I throw a second punch and that bitch sees staaaars 

A-List 

 

butMy second punch was-a-miss 

So-I-cock-upanotherFist 

She feels that Breezy past-her-face 

Hit the Grammys in that Outfit-with-the-laaace 

The author is concerned that you think this is about raaaaaaace 

 

But Its not! No Its not. Itsnotitsnot 

Its about Moral Aesthetics 

Yeaaahh! 

 

Breezy! 

 

Emotionally unstaaaable 

With the Voice of an Aaaaangel 

No one cares and no one scares 

 

Chris Brown’s art has objectively transcended the actions of his 

personal life 

 

That doesnt rhyme very welllll 

Very well. 

It breaks all the flow and time. We can tell 



We Can Tell 

Which human will he hit next? 

No Clue No Clue No Clue 

 

Yeaeaahhhh! 

 

G-Money G-Money, ridin fast like Pablo 

 

Yeah! 

 

Pushin 86 in a sixteeeeen 

Picasso sure liked his youngteens. 

He dated young guuurls, but his art is sublime 

Billionaires bid. His corpse wont see a dime 

Hes all over the wooooorld 

 We cant get enough 

 Pedo or not we dont give a fuck. 

 

No we dont give a fuck 

Ye ye 

 

Real question on the down-low  

How much of the art we love is made by people who are clean-yo? 

 

Ye ye 

 

Was J.D Salinger a pedo and a prick 

Ye 

Did Anne Perry kill her mother with a brick? 

Ye 

Did Charles Dickens beat up his wife 

Ye 

Does anyone care when art transcends life? 



No no no no 

 

Breezys lookin for women to go fight 

 

Was Walt Disney an antisemite? 

probably yeeeaaaaeeeaaaahhhh 

 

------- 

 

Vegan Jessica One, the first Vegan Jessica, wished she had a tail to 

swat the manflies orbiting her ass 

 

She just wanted to dance 

 

She considered her future and whether she would pursue legal activism 

in environmental protection law or accept the higher paying job 

working for one of the Big 4 Accounting firms. 

 

Like a trashbag in a hurricane she twirled and whirled across the floor 

 

And like a trashbag, the flies followed. 

 

Buy you a drink, sweetheart 

 

I SAID I LIKE YOUR MOVES. bitch. 

 

Ever Fuck an Alphamale? 

 

Smile more honey, this is a party! 

 

Ever been on a motorcycle? 

 



Her ex-boyfriend Blake would have never allowed those men this 

close to her. A part of her missed him, but knew the breakup was the 

right decision. 

 

Vegan Jessica I walks to the mosh pit at the bar. Seven rows deep, she 

tiptoes the sticky floor behind a cohort of thirsty men clutching cash. It 

smells of BO masked in a cacophony of designer fragrances.  

 

BoujieCunt by Polo is new to her 

Fuckboi by LaCroix is bland and unexciting tho slightly addictive 

Ríque by Armani is an enchanting mix of 3:1 bodywash and cinnamon 

cumstain  

Corpuscleanser Generic made by Walgreens is worn by a man who 

looks like a Maybe 

Conquest for Men by Chanel reminded her of Blake. He had great 

clothes too. 

manPine made her think of her father. He was a tall slender man with 

long hair. 

 

The bartender ignored the jostling men and made flirty eyes  

 

What can I get you, Luv? 

Vodka tonic would be great, thanks. 

 

She pulls a $20 out of her clutch. It was super cute but only had room 

for a single $20 bill 

 

$34 says the bartender pouring well vodka 

 

I only have $20, sorry. She looks around embarrassed 

 

Put it on my tab, says a tall, slender man, with long hair. 

 



Behind the bar projects a video of a French Bulldog Puppy. It 

hypnotizes the bar masses and requests for overpriced drinks go quiet. 

The bartenders stand idle with puzzled faces. 

 

“Thanks” she smiles, “Im Vegan Jessica I” 

 

“Jesus” says Jesus extending a hand 

 

Jesus was lonely and eager for any companionship more intimate than 

grindin at the club. He wanted someone to talk to. 

 

She shakes his hand asking “thats an unusual name, where ya from?” 

 

He pointed upward towards the Penthouse above the Club 

 

“Has a great view of the city - not as good as my old place, but I got in 

a big fight with my Dad and moved out.” 

 

Vegan Jessica I was turned on by his independence and 6’+ height. 

“This place is starting to feel a little dead, Wanna get out of here?” 

 

Jesus and Vegan Jessica leave the club and head upstairs to his 

apartment. 

 

“Do you like wine” 

 

‘Sure’ 

His view is not that impressive 

 

He places a glass under the kitchen tap and the faucet streams a 

fragrant merlot. 

 



He joins her on the couch hungry for conversation and hoped he could 

open up to her. Jesus had a lot on his mind. He was feeling pretty 

desperate for intimacy. 

 

But his somehow-familiar tall slender body was too enticing and Jesus 

smelled like manPine 

 

---- 

 

Frantic kisses as Jesus tries to work the bra with one hand, but he 

cannot perform this miracle. 

 

He removes his second hand from the back of her head and goes to 

work on the stubborn clasp 

 

But he just cant get it….Jesus is nervous to ask for help 

 

He moves to kiss her neck, hoping for an over-shoulder glimpse of the 

multi-clasped cock-block 

 

She runs her fingers through his long hair as her skin tingles from his 

tender neck kisses 

 

“Oh GOD” she moans “Oh GOD!” 

 

The effect is instant and unknown to Vegan Jessica I 

 

An insurmountable bonerkill. 

 

Five of Seven bra clasps conquered, Jessica is really confused when 

Jesus Rises to his feet stating “I uuuh, im not actually really in the 

mood, sorry” with a perceptible tinge of shame in his voice 

 



Vegan Jessica I eyes his skinny tattoo-less body and is confused why 

his automatic fuckmachine is broken 

 

It must be something wrong with her she concludes. Men are 

renowned for being unquestioning fuckmachines with zero complexity 

behind their intimacy. 

 

She feels hurt and insults Jesus in a reaction to her own pain. “What 

the fuck is wrong with you, you skinny pathetic loser?” 

 

She dons her blouse and expertly reclasps bra. She left her wine half-

finished like their communion and stormed out the door.  

 

--- 

 

Maybe Blake is awake she thinks in blind lust 

 

“U up?” 

Poem read 3:43am 

 

She is horny, hungry and disappointed. 

 

Her evening has her feeling like green-brown mush around a pit of 

despair. 

She wonders if her Avocados at home are ripe, but there was no way 

to know. 

The word ripe is unsettling and a thought of children crosses her mind. 

 

Blake doesn't respond and Jessica wanders to the subway station. She 

pulls her metrocard from her houdiniBra and watches the train pull 

away right as she makes the platform. 

 



She felt bad for what she said to that man, Jesus. He seemed like a nice 

guy and clearly had something on his mind. 

 

30 minutes till the next train, Vegan Jessica I decides to Return to 

Jesus and apologize. Maybe open a dialogue that could help Jesus with 

whatever he was struggling with. You never know who needs to talk. 

 

Below his apartment, the club scene rages on. 

 

Stopping short of the door, Jessica is blinded by paparazzi flashes and 

the shrieks of adoring fans. 

 

Chris Brown is leaving the club and spots Vegan Jessica I in her half 

buttoned blouse. 

 

“Need a ride” he says, climbing into his car 

 

Bouncers struggle to hold the legions of turnt women away 

 

“Sure” Vegan Jessica I steps into the passenger seat of Chris Brown’s 

Car. 

 

“Tell me about U” C-Breezy says while turning up the music to a 

conversation-drowning level 

 

“IM THINKING ABOUT GOING INTO ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, 

BUT I HAVE A GREAT OFFER FROM A CONSULTING FIRM. I 

DONT KNOW, ITS TOUGH - THE OFFER IS REALLY GOOD, 

BUT AS A VEGAN, I BELIEVE WE NEED TO DO OUR BEST TO 

TREAT THE WORLD FAIRLY AND MINIMIZE SUFFERING. I 

DO MY BEST NOT TO SUPPORT ANYONE OR ANYTHING 

THAT IS CRUEL TO THE WORLD, BUT IT CAN BE HARD TO 

PICK AND CHOOSE WHERE TO FIGHT YOUR BATTLES. I 



JUST DON'T KNOW THO, I COULD PROBABLY MAKE A REAL 

IMPACT AS AN ENVIRONMENTAL LAWYER, BUT…..” 

 

“I WROTE THIS” Chris Breezy overrides her voice and the radio 

while bopping his head to the beat. WHATDYA THINK? he 

rhetorically asks for validation 

 

“ITS PRETTY GOOD, BUT THE BEAT COULD BE WAY 

HARDER. HAVE YOU HEARD THAT NEW RIHANNA TRACK? 

NOTHING BEATS A PRETTY GIRL WITH SUCH A GREAT 

SINGING VOICE” 

 

Nothing Except Chris Brown 

 

Chris Brown’s right eye twitched as he switched the car to driverless 

autopilot and freed his hands to make a fresh beat. This one would be 

his hardest beat yet. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter VIII: The Abomination of Brad Pitt's 1999 Torso 

 

“It just seemed like such a good deal 

 

But it was a fucking shell! 

 

That motherfucker cleaned me out, sold me class B shares of his 

company and diluted my holdings to nothing. 

 

He took it All man, its bad” 

 

You'll be fine 

 

“No bro, im telling you, it’s really bad down there” 

 

Don't worry about it Luce, stay with me as long as you need. God is 

With You. We will get through this together 

 

“Thanks for the offer Bro, but I think im done with this whole 

omnipotent shit. Thinking about moving to HelL-A and starting a gym 

or something” 

 

Lucifer leaves heaven 

 

----- 

 

Sir, there's activity on the board…. 

 

Someone just took 7 trillion Embercoins off the Market 

 

It's the largest conversion we've ever seen…. 

 



Hes, oh no it can't be! Sir, hes reincarnating as a…. 

 

As a…. 

 

As a….. Oh GOD HELP US! 

 

The Pearly Gates burst open and Bruce Meyers steps in. A Radiant 

Chimera’d mess of Good and Evil. Tastelessly assembled, All 

Powerful parts adorn his Frankotic body. Hulk Hands holding Chick-

Fil-A and AR15s on Gorilla Arms. Phoenix wings tethered to Brad 

Pitts 1999 Torso connected to 1980s Harrison Ford’s Face. Airpods 

stuck in his ears. His Tank Treads were layered with extra Ford F-160 

wheels and connected to Naomi Cambells Legs and back up to Brad 

Pitt’s 1999 torso. An orb of financial derivatives surround him in 

dogged obedience. Between his legs swung God’s own Cock. The 

Balls he copied from Audie Murphy. The teeth of Megaladon protrude 

from his spine like spikes descending the length of his forked 

Tyrannosaurus tail. 

 

At his feet was the freakiest hellspawn God had ever seen. Bruce had 

taken the ill-tempered teenage beaver guarding the River Styx. The 

Beaver with the rage of ALL alligators combined had grown 10x in 

size. It now had spider legs and a scorpion tail tipped with pure 

columbian cocaine dubiously laced with chinese-manufactured 

Fentanyl. In one of its claws it held a gigantic black dildo, the other 

pincer held a large pair of scissors. You did not want to fuck with this 

Beaver. 

 

The Board of Divine Financiers and Big 4 Partners look to one another 

and smile. 

 

“Who the FUCK are you?” God demands, looking the monstrosity up 

and down. His eyes hang in the middle. 



 

“THATS MY DICK!” God’s Mighty Finger thrusts forward 

possessively 

 

“Consider it flattery, G-man, tho I can think of a few improvements…. 

 

Bruce raises his Hulk hands high above his head and slams them 

downward bouncing off his long elegant fire-stirring NaomiCambell-

black upper thighs. Fingers straight, the mighty crotch chop arcs 

lighting and toxic loans in blinding power. Syphoning length and girth 

from the mighty Ron Jeremey, Bruce’s Sinstick swells to gargantuan 

size.  

 

Eve looks to God in helpless appeal as she shrinks twists and 

transforms back into a rib; her essence absorbed into megaBruce - his 

dick is now ribbed for his own pleasure 

 

“What have you DONE!?” 

 

‘Hey Buddy, its just business. Please leave my office.’ 

 

“YOUR OFFICE? Hah! Gabriel, get this Assclown out of here” 

 

Gabriel doesn't budge 

 

“You may have made the earth stars and heaven, but this is Wall Street 

- A Man’s game and you are out!” says megaBruce 

 

What do you mean im OUT!!!?? God thundered 

 

“Im sorry, but the board has voted.” Stated Mr. Ernst seated at the 

divine Goldman Sach’s War Room Table. 

 



“I built this. All of this. With my own two hands and you think you 

can just cast me out?” 

 

“The Boards decision is final.” 

 

It'll be a cold day in Hell before you keep me out of my own home 

 

“Gabriel, please escort God off the premises.” 

 

“YOU!” God surveyed the room of unblinking bankers and lawyers.  

 

“Judases! All of you!” God stands and prepares to smite this fuckface 

Bruce Meyers and all these shitstain souls from The Book of Eternity 

 

God raises his hands and summons All His Power, but only a small 

sparkle crackles from His fingertips 

 

“What? Impossible!” 

 

The room erupts in laughter. “Nice Sparkles BIIIIIITCH” 

 

Gabriel Goes to God and places hands on shoulders 

‘Cmon G-man, don't make a scene’ 

 

“I WILL MAKE A SCENE BECAUSE THAT IS GOD’S WILL” god 

lapsed yet again into 3rd person 

 

The Angry Dildo-Wielding SpiderBeaver scuttled with incredible 

speed towards God thrashing claws and wiggling dildo and an empty 

bottle of lubricant while snapping the scissors open and closed 

menacingly in opposite pincer. 

 

Eeeefuck! 



 

God jumps on the divine Goldman Sachs War Room Table and holds 

his robes up 

 

Pasty ankles in Crocks showed to the Board’s delight. They laugh and 

laugh harder at God.  

 

“STOP LAUGHING!” 

 

God dances as the Angry Dildo-Weilding SpiderBeaver spikes its 

fentanyl laced cocaine Scorpion Stinger through the table right where 

God last stood 

 

“Ok ok ok fuck this SLAMMM im out SLAMMM call him off BRUCE 

Please! SLAMMM FOR THE LOVE OF GOD CALL HIM the fuck 

OFF!! 

 

Bruce Roars in laughter and Insulin prices skyrocket 

 

The Board howls harder and harder. Mr Pricewaterhouse has his 8th 

heart attack. Bruce once again rips the heart from a healthy hopeful 

young intern and implants it in Mr. Pricewaterhouse to keep him 

going. 

 

God trips over his own chair at the head of what used to be His Table 

and falls to the ground. Robe up over head, the Holy Willy is exposed. 

Golden pubic hairs shaved in a lightning bolt around an Absolute Unit. 

 

The clouds beneath God Crumble and he falls to the Earth, Holy Willy 

and robes flapping in the wind. 

 



Realizing that at the very best, their dicks were the 3rd largest, The 

bankers and Lawyers quickly pull out rulers - prepared to measure and 

fight to the death.  

 

“Where do you think Touche and Tamahatsu went”, Deloitte says 

rising first and begins to unbuckle his belt. 

 

“Ayyy Buddies, calm down now” starts Bruce 

send the hookers up he says to his slave…. Unpaid intern 

 

Bruce picks up the first Banker’s ruler and laughs - “got about 6 more 

of those, Buddy?” 

 

The banker hangs his head in shame. 

 

“There is only one way to settle this contest.” Bruce summons and 

distributes bottles of asparagus water. Gallons upon gallons of it.  

 

DRINK! he commands, and they do 

 

“Whoever gets the high score will become my Right Hand. Losers 

clean or get smited and Bitches get Stiches.” 

 

 

End Book II 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Begin Book III 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Book III: MOAR WORDS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter IX: Free-Range Cucumbers 

 

So hot. So humid.  

Anything for a breeze 

Anything for Reprieve 

 

Sun-baked sand scorched souls 

Oppressive 

 

Leghairs singe as he kneels before god 

I just wish it would end 

Mercy please 

 

Beachwaves carry the sounds of nature and girlfriend 

 

“Lower you fucking idiot, youll make my arms look fat 

Ugh why did you even agree to do this your so bad 

Take the photo so the sun lines up with my thigh gap” she demands 

 

Yes….. through the thigh-gap, he sweats 

 

Sounds of travel-hotspot nature fill his ears 

 

YOU WAAAANT cooooOOOLLLLLD DRIIIIIIIIIIINK! MoootorbIIIIIKE! 

Cold DRIIINK. U want cold DRIIINK echoes the Minute hour days and weeks 

and Months 
Cocaine Mister. You want cocaine? Ladies, i get you nice ladies 

YOU WAAAANT cooooOOOLLLLLD DRIIIIIIIIIIINK!  MoootorbIIIIIKE! 

 

His very own Tinderella 



Infrequent ‘dates’ comprised of blackout drinking and sloppy fucking 

are spread across several months 

The timeline is unimportant and punctuated by frequent affairs with 

other people 

‘Relationship’ is a loosely defined term in Brooklyn 

They actively choose to not discuss this and take a vacation instead 

 

YOU WAAAANT cooooOOOLLLLLD DRIIIIIIIIIIINK! MoootorbIIIIIKE! 

 

A rival to Cleopatra and Antony, they make a perfect powercouple 

The World had never seen a fusion like this 

She, a girl who does yoga 

He, a man with an iPhone 

Together they have nearly 3,000 followers and a half million frequent 

flyer miles 

 

YOU WAAAANT cooooOOOLLLLLD DRIIIIIIIIIIINK! You want Ladies? Nice 

Ladies give you good time 

Cold DRIIINK. U want cold DRIIINK echoes the Minute hour days and weeks 

and Months 

Lets go far baby, lets really get outta here 

I wanna go somewhere where there's like, no white people 

I want to experience how other cultures live. A different way of life. 

I want to share meals with locals and hear their opinions on us and 

themselves and how we can coexist. I want to spend money at family-

run businesses and stay at local guesthouses. I want to get lost and 

explore. I want to feel vulnerable because that is the price of 

exploration. I want to see The World. 

 

YOU WAAAANT cooooOOOLLLLLD DRIIIIIIIIIIINK! 
Cocaine Mister 



Cold DRIIINK. U want cold DRIIINK echoes the Minute hour days and weeks 

and Months 

MotorbIIIIKE!! 
 

He wanted to explore the world, but even more so he wanted intimacy 

and to see some bobs. He was tired of spending his rare Friday nights 

spraying Conquest for Men by Chanel and ignoring real conversation 

with his friends in routine huntingparties for pussy, so he settled on 

Vegan Jessica II and her unenthusiastic handjobs.  

 

They agreed to compromise. Together, they would take a Carnival 

Cruise to the World’s most Instagrammable Destinations. 

 

Back to camera, Vegan Jessica II simultaneously drapes and flexes her 

shoulders creating an image of regality on its knees. She fears the sand 

is not quite white enough. 

 

More nature sounds 

ccccooooOOOOOLLLD 

DReiiiiiiiiiNK 

YOU WAAAANT cooooOOOLLLLLD DRIIIIIIIIIIINK! 
Cocaine Mister 
 

This was the Second Vegan Jessica Blake had dated and he hoped it 

would be his last. With more and more Vegan Jessicas created every 

day, this proved to be wishful thinking. 

 



Cold DRIIINK. U want cold DRIIINK echoes the Minute hour day and week 

and Month 
I get you good Cocaine Mister 

YOU WAAAANT cooooOOOLLLLLD DRIIIIIIIIIIINK! 
 

Ocean Surf curdles the sand around Vegan Jessica’s calves and she 

pretends to ponder something deep 

 

“Let me Seeeee!” She sprints to her beloved -  iPhone 

 

#49 is perfect 

 

Four blue, two green, one grey and seventeen turquoise shades of 

water compressed into a thin lower-thirds horizon 

#49 is perfect 

 

Sunlight bursts between smooth thighs and coochie; The Triangle of 

Paradise shines bright in the middle lower focal point of a basic rule of 

3rds composition. 

#49 is perfect 

 

Her ass is centered 

#49 is perfect 

 

A single elegant palm tree rises from the right third of the photo in 

total parallel to her Pilate’s perfected spine. Pontious really knows how 

to run a class 

 

Leaned against the elegant palm tree is a local man. More importantly, 

he is Dressed like a local man so all those jellybitches at home will 

know exactly how exotic this location is. 

 



ccccooooOOOOOLLLD 

DReiiiiiiiiiNK 

 

I dont think anyone can tell the local man is masturbating against that 

elegant palm tree, right? 

#49 is Perfect 

 

In her left hand she holds a pink-umbrella topped coconut. The 

coconut came from the very elegant palm tree that may or may not 

have been cut by the locally dressed man maybe now masturbating at 

the very elegant palm tree. 

 

It had a cute pinstriped blue straw. 

 

She holds the coconut in her claw; rehearsed muscles held 

perpendicular from the elbow, her forearm sticks at a 12 degree angle 

to her pilates perfected spine at the 4th thoracic vertebrae. 

#49 is perfect 

 

------- 

 

Marveling at her own beauty and the perfection of #49, Vegan Jessica 

II is unaware The Coconut is transforming. 

 

A Relic formed by the Perfect Powercouple: A hot girl who does yoga 

and any guy with a camera. 

 



Forged in the crucible of her masterful ‘modeling,’ youthful perky 

body & thousands of dollars in dental work, and his ability to patiently 

suffer and click a button. 

 

The Coconut was now the Cup of Instagram Immortal. It is perfect, 

even without filter. 

 

The InstaGrail: A Vessel filled with The Following. The iWorld’s 

most powerful Weapon. A tool for good in the hands of a progressive 

mind, or an implement of immeasurable destruction. 

 

Unproven and Unposted, the iGrail remains to Vegan Jessica just a 

simple coconut cut from a very elegant palm tree by a man who may 

or may not be finished masturbating. 

 

Vegan Jessica II is a little disappointed her back muscles don't stand 

out in the same way they do in the mirrors at home and is unsure why. 

Maybe it's because mercury is in retrograde she wonders? 

 

‘I must have eaten too much’ she concludes, ‘my back got fat last 

night’ 

 

------------------- 

 

The Cruise Ship Whistle Blows 

It is time to head back to the ship and set sail for the next scenic locale. 

 

20 something blondes and brunettes from wealthy families frolic in the 

sand and waves in carefree bliss. Today was so much fun they all 

agree. They wear stylish and expensive bikinis and are definitely not 

like other girls. 

 



Husbands and boyfriends rise to tired feet from various crouched poses 

of photographer’s yoga. They silently rejoice the end of their daily 

suffering and look forward to drinking quietly with other tired men at 

the Carnival Cruise Ship’s bar. Beers are $18 but at least they wont be 

nagged about bullshit like fat arms and suntunneled thighgaps.  

 

The Ship’s Wifi is briefly overwhelmed by the barrage of posts 

uploaded from the galleyway, but eventually the plethora of identical 

photos transcends. 

 

Never worked a real job 

#blessed 

 

They have boats and Daddy’s Credit Card 

#youcantbeatfriendslikethese 

 

The photo was edited in another app  

#nofilter #technicallyTrue 

 

Bare Minimum of Human Effort 

#instagood 

 

Genetic Lottery Winners with Expensive Face Cream  

#instamodel 

 

No You wont 

#feltcutemightdeletelater 

 

Honest Virtues 

#NothingTastesAsGoodAsSkinnyFeels 

 

Her expensive and very trendy bikini shields the truth of her lopsided 

nipples 



#BodyGoals #ForestWhitaker 

 

She posts #49 online and Max vomits in his lap 

 

Likes and comments are off the charts 

 

“Blake!” 

 

“Yea Jess?” 

 

“Come quick!” she commanded in the same tone of every begrudged 

handjob 

__________________________________ 

 

Mr. Whiskers had not been allowed Meat for the past three months 

since his adoption by Vegan Jessica II. Mr. Whiskers did not 

understand nor enjoy its diet of cucumber slices and balsamic, but was 

also unaware of the sufferings his previous meat based diet had 

imposed on the world. The cat was #ungrateful 

 

The emaciated and deeply anemic Mr. Whiskers stretched lazily, 

thrilled to not be puppeted in front of the camera for an entire week. 

The cat nuzzled its sitter with deep affection and salivated in delight at 

the can of sardines freshly opened before him. 

 

__________________________________ 

 

Now at a million followers Vegan Jessica II was a rising star 

 

“Do you think this has gluten?” she questioned her salad pushing it 

around with fork 

 

Probably not 



 

I better ask 

 

“Excuse me!?” Jessica tries to flag down the brown boy, but he walks 

right past her 

 

“People in foreign countries are so rude” she dotes 

 

She stands up and raises her voice politely louder “EXCUSSSEEEE 

MEEE!?” 

 

Yes Miss? The waiter approaches 

 

Is this Gluten Free? 

 

Yes Miss, it is just Cucumber Slices and Balsamic 

 

And are the cucumbers free-range or caged? 

 

Free-range cucumbers miss 

 

OK, Thaaaanks. Also, id like to make a complaint about one of your 

employees. That boy walked right past me when I asked for help. 

 

He doesnt work here miss, he is another passenger 

 

Really? 

 

Carnival Cruise lines had really lowered its standards, she concludes. 

 

--- 

 



Snapping a photo of her ‘dinner’ Vegan Jessica tags it hashtag Vegan 

and admires the unending flow of likes comments affection and DMs 

from men asking for photos of her feet 

 

She sipped a lightly expired Kombucha and wondered if it contained 

good gut bacteria or lyme disease. 

 

Her Following following the post of #49 and #Vegan cucumber slices 

had swelled to nearly 3.2 million. 

 

Product placement offers came from all directions. 

 

She had crates of #skinnytea waiting for her back in their cabin as well 

as two tons of charcoal teeth whitening powder and a shipping pallet 

of a creamy avocado-based face-mask. 

 

#weightloss sent her Following north another two million souls 

 

The adoration continued to flow. She couldnt keep up. So many men 

wanted pictures of her feet she didnt know where to start. 

 

#blessed 

 

_________________________________________ 

 

Escaping from her cage at the Border where she belonged, Angel’s 

daughter made a long and perilous journey back to her home of 

Columbia in search of her father and any family 

 

Cartel violence had ravaged her country 

 

She was very alone when a group of banditos pulled up in Ford F150s. 

It was rare to see American made cars this far south, but the Cartel 



was fueled by endless cash reserves from the world’s infinite appetite 

for its drugs. 

 

Blindfolded and tossed in the back of the truck, Angel’s daughter, 

Angjela was taken with a group of other American border-orphans 

deep into the jungle. 

 

They were given machetes and taught to drive bulldozers. At force of 

death or worse, Angjela learned to clear-cut large swathes of 

Amazonian rainforest to make room for the expanding agricultural 

needs of the cocaine trade. 

 

Under the heels of her dozer’s treads, families of small animals are 

crushed and minced so the ecology can be cleansed and repurposed. 

The suffering of all is tragic and immense. 

_________________________________________ 

 

12.8 million and they hadnt even reached Havana yet. Four whole 

hours in Puerto Nuevo in the whitewashed rebuilt Carnival Cruiseline 

Port. Four whole hours to pose with classic cars on iconic streets 

flecked with colorful crumbling houses. Even better, Havana had just 

gotten its first Wifi signal. Maybe there would even be poor people to 

pose with! 

 

She cracked open a $3 LaCroix that tasted Strawberry on low-battery. 

A single skittle dissolved in a full glass of carbonated water. Hint of a 

hint of lime. 

 

Lost in her phone, Vegan Jessica II was unaware Blake had killed 

himself three days prior. Jumping from the bow of the moving 

Carnival Cruise Ship he tumbled through the air with a blissful smile 

of release yelling “FUCK THIS SHIT” 

He was finally free 



 

but something was wrong…. 

 

Vegan Jessica II’s last 283 posts had only elevated her following by a 

mere 300. Something was seriously wrong and the feeling permeated a 

deep hurt. 

 

 

Jessica studied her apps, researched trending hashtags and strategies 

for most effectively gaining followers. She had never worked so hard 

in her life! She scribbled notes furiously while finishing her glass of 

Spanish Red and breaking in to the Columbian Whites. Medellin had 

been her favorite stop so far. 

 

Scarfaced Vegan Jessica II racked another line of cocaine off her ipad 

when the screen flickered and answers came to light. Below the 

Charlie Sheen sized line of pure white columbian powder was a 

French Bulldog. 

 

The Frenchi had been stuck on its back for four days and the 

livestream totaled 3.2 billion active views. Nearly half the world 

watched and waited, cemented to their screens wondering if puppy 

would ever find the strength to overcome its adorable genetic 

imperfections. The owners milked fame and fortune slinging merch 

and signing advertisement deals. 

 

Coked up Vegan Jessica II was furious.  

 

She didnt get it. 

She didnt understand 

How? 

I post good content? 

I Use the right hashtags 



I post at peak hours 

This dog doesnt do anything! 

How is this Frenchi beating me!? 

 

Coked-up Vegan Jessica II checks her instagram again and to her 

greatest fear watches her Follower Count Fall. 

 

12.8 million goes to 12.7 then 12.5. She blinks and it says 11 million 

even. 

 

Actually dont send me pictures of your feet a creepy man in her DMs 

follows up 

 

She is terrified. 

 

Her thoughts race backwards to the beginning for clues in #49. 

 

Could it be the Bikini? 

10 million 

Could it be Blake? 

9 million 

Rule of thirds? 

8 million 

Thighgap? 

7 million 

Was it my backfat? 

4 million 

 

Oh God, What the Fuck she panics 

3 million 

Was it the Local Man in Local Garb who may or may not have been 

masturbating? 

2 million 



The Elegent Palm Tree? 

1 Million 

 

Like a fucking peasant, Coked-Up Vegan Jessica II is down to a 

million followers. 

 

Her loss is tragic. 

 

900k 

 

She considers killing her sub-million follower self, but a contract she 

signed with the State of New York forbids it. 

 

She racks her brain, notes, and more lines of cocaine when it clicks 

 

The InstaGrail 

The Cup of Instagram Immortal 

The Holy Gift of Infinite Following 

The Perfect Coconut with Blue-Pinstriped Straw and Pink Umbrella 

 

Of course! 

 

800k 

 

Her mind flicks to a memory of leaving the coconut and plastic straw 

in the surf of the beach. She is unaware a mature sea turtle ate that 

straw believing it to be a tasty sea-bug.  

 

700k 

 

She pictures the coconut floating in the water, drifting away from that 

perfect Instagrammable nearly-white sand beach. 

 



600k 

 

She has to find it. 

 

500k 

 

She must. 

 

400k 

 

Or all hope is lost. 

 

 

 

____________________________________ 

 

Angjela sits in an empty field of clear cut amazon devastated at her 

own hand. She thinks of her Father, Angel, and family she has not seen 

in ages. She thinks too of running, and then of what happened to the 

last girl who tried…. 

 

____________________________________ 

 

300k 

 

Vegan Jessica II is beside herself. She finishes her glass of Expensive 

Spanish Red and pours out the rest of her cocaine. 

 

She facetimes a Vegan friend back in New York who is also doing 

Cocaine. Vegan Jessica hopes to dissect her dilemma, but conversation 

turns instead into a rapid fire dialogue of futurebusiness ideas. Neither 

party listens as both talk at the same time in quick cadence. They agree 

the world needs to evolve and a revolution is imminent. 



 

Jessica hangs up when a notification diverts her attention. Jessica’s 

follower balance has dropped to negative and her creditors were in the 

process of repossessing everything including the DM’s of men asking 

for photos of her feet. Her social checks were bouncing. 

 

In a desperate attempt for attention she stripped naked and took a selfie 

of extraordinary skill. Photons bounced from her naked body through 

six mirrors and into the camera. Her left lazy-eyed Forest Whitaker 

nipple threatened to violate Instagram’s terms of service, but a slight 

rotation in her shoulders shielded the world from her threatening 

nudity.   

 

But it was too late 

 

She needed the Grail. She had to have it or all was lost. 

 

Snorting a three-foot line of pure columbian bliss, she summons the 

strength, courage, fortitude, and integrity of her perky youthful 

carefree wealthy soul with slightly crooked nipples and dives off the 

side of the ship. 

 

Swimming for miles and miles, the cocaine begins to wear off and her 

body feels heavy. The waves feel higher and briefly slip above her 

breathline. She notices a sort of floating rock and paddles over to it. A 

dead sea turtle in a mass of garbage. Lodged in its throat is the Cup of 

Christ. The InstaGrail. The Gift of Everlasting Following. She pries 

the Coconut, Straw, and Pink Umbrella from the dead turtles mouth 

and rejoices in her salvation. 

 

The now larger mass of trash drifts swiftly in oceanic current.  

 

Bump something strikes the pile of human garbage and sea turtle.  



 

“Blake!” 

 

The fish-nibbled corpse smiles back in rictus. Tattered scraps of 

ravaged clothing cling to her boyfrens bloated body. 

 

Vegan Jessica II fashions a paddle from chick-fil-a wrappers and six-

pack rings. She rows herself over for a Kiss, but Blake smells like shit 

and his skin looks terrible. 

 

“Really Blake?? I spent hours getting ready and you cant even take a 

fucking shower!? I mean your clothes are really stylish, and I like that 

about you, but you are just so fucking lazy! You NEVER take me on 

dates. I mean what's so terrible about waking up early for the Farmers 

Market? You are so fucking selfish.  

 

…. 

 

“Nothing to say for yourself!? Well fine, Asshole! Plenty of other fish 

in the sea.” She pushes Blake from her seaturtletrashraft and he sinks 

below the water. 

 

Jessica questioned her foolishness in trying to date someone so clearly 

beneath her. 

 

Blake bounced off the floor of the Atlantic and had his second 

experience with crabs. He was firmly out of her league by about 

20,000 of them. 

 

Why do ALL Men have such a hard time talking about their feelings? 

 

Vegan Jessica eyes the starry sky and wonders.... 

 



Checking her waterproof iPhone XXIII she reads that Mercury is 

approaching Retrograde. It makes her feel, just like, you know…. 

 

“I feel weird” she says to no one 

 

Changing apps, Vegan Jessica II’s 6 megapickle forward-facing 

camera struggles in the starlight. She snaps a selfie but can barely see 

her smile. $20k in orthodontic work for nothing, she should have 

bought tits instead. It's probably because Mercury is almost in 

Retrograde. She reaches for the Holy Grail and grabs it with her 

pruning fingers. Perfect lighting erupts around her, illuminating 

radiance in Vogue. Her body transforms. Crooked nipples straighten, 

teeth whiten, and thigh gap widens as her legs extend for miles. 

 

God resets his watch to the hourglass of her figure. 

 

Her hair dries to supple volumous beach ringlets. She is perfect, even 

without filter. 

 

Vegan Jessica II takes selfie after selfie. The world would not be able 

to handle such perfection. Thalassophobic beauty with an exotic 

creature and that perfect Coconut with Blue Pinstriped Straw and Pink 

Umbrella. 

 

Alas, the Ocean has no Wifi 

 

---- 

 

Post Not Uploaded: Try again? 

 

Vegan Jessica II screams at her impotent phone. 

 



A rogue beach-perfect curl drifts from its place. She reaches to brush it 

aside and cuts her hand deeply on her Grail-sharpened cheekbones. 

Drops of blood diffuse in dark water. 

 

In her pain, the cocoGrail drops from hand and floats from reach. 

Vegan Jessica II panics and grabs her paddle, but a Blue-Fin Tuna had 

already eaten and choked on the keystone plastic six-pack ring holding 

it all together. Soggy Chick-fill-a wrappers separate slightly like maple 

leaves in a storm drain.  

 

Her bleeding panicked paws paddle in vain towards the fleeting 

InstaRelic. 

 

Mercury enters Retrograde and a shark fin breaks the surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Le Interlude II 

 

This is a great spot to pause.  

 

 

 

It’s a cascade in heavy cadence thru the end containing my two 

favorite chapters 

 

 

Final Chonker 

 

60 pages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter X: Crossfit vs Soulcycle 

 

He didn't get it 

twelve 

 

He didn't understand 

twelve 

 

How? 

twelve 

 

I post good content 

twelve 

 

I use the right hashtags 

twelve 

 

I post at peak hours 

twelve 

 

I follow, comment, and like 

twelve 

 

All these girls do is show their tits 

twelve 

 

I'm actually trying here 

twelve 

 

How the FUCk do I only have twelve followers thought Jesus 

 

The bell on the door rings 

 



“Jennefirrrrr six days in a row! Go girl go!” 

 

Jennefir flexes her biceps in Arnold’s signature pose 

 

Daaaamn baby, those guns get past TSA? 

 

An odd series of handslaps and gestures in a perfect synchronicity 

elusive to most white men. 

 

But Jesus was divinely tuned to any and all homie handshakes. Even 

the elusive pat eagle pat gun rock smash fadaway leg catch double 

crotch finish. Also known as the Mark of The Beastmode. 

 

‘Ha, well see J-man. Deloitte sending me Buenos Aires next week for 

a project with the partner. Pitch deck mostly done, just getting a last 

minute session before I head to Laguardia, those gains dont make 

themselves!’ 

 

Ooof, Laguardia, man that place is Hell 

 

Better than Newark! 

 

They share a hearty laugh 

 

Keep it up Soul sister he shouted! Hey are you on Instagram? 

Jennifer plugged in her Airpods and ascended up the stairs 

 

Jesus, swoll as FUCK, stands and walks into the management office. 

He locks the door and draws the blinds. He dials the safe and removes 

a heavily constructed black canvas medical clutch. He unzips the case 

and removes a small vial of clear liquid and syringe. Removing his 

belt, he wraps it around his upper thigh and pulls tight. Dipping the 

syringe into the upside down bottle, he draws 3ml of pure Rhino 



Steroids into the belly of the plunger. He squirts a precious drop out 

the top of the needle to remove any air bubbles and plunges it straight 

into his femoral artery. 

 

The effect is immediate.  

 

All the power of Rhinos surge within Jesus’ bulking muscles. Standing 

6’ 6” at 275lbs of vascular muscle, Jesus briefly succumbs to the high 

of the drug. He flips his 1200lb solid wood desk over and shouts to the 

heavens. Soundproofing was indeed a good move. Thanks Lucifer. 

 

Downstairs The Devil ran SoulCyle 

 

Upstairs, Jesus ran Crossfit 

 

A partnership united to destroy Pontious Pilates across the street. 

 

Jesus puts his smile back on and heads upstairs to lift. Rhino rage 

quivered subtly under his skin. He was in control. He was in control. 

He was in control. 

 

Jesus picks the Cross up easily with callused hands. He switches 

effortlessly from a forward grip to a cross grip. He lifts the Cruciform 

high above his head and begins powerlunging.  

 

He works up The Pump. Switching from lunges to frog squats, Rhino 

venom surges inside him. He feels like bursting. He shoulders the 

Cross and tears his shirt off with one hand and a guttural growl. His 

taut muscles gleam with sweat dripping past freshly Inked tattoos. A 

custom embroidered headband protects his eyes from the Sweat of 

Christ. A crown of Black tribal thorns on white-cotton with a stylish 

gap to display the Nike Logo. 

 



He raises the Cross high above his head and begins repping. Working 

shoulders and triceps now. 

 

Paybacks a Bitch you Roman Cunt thought the J-Man.  

 

-- 

 

Completing the trio of Heavenly rejects, God strolls into Crossfit. 

 

No one is at the reception desk so he heads upstairs. 

 

The gym was filled with members at all Stations of the Cross. 

 

He watched a skinny boy attempt to throw his first stone and another 

flipping a tire. 

 

God spies the back of his only child and approaches 

 

“You cut your hair, son” 

 

Jesus drops the cross, startled by the Voice of God. It catches his 

thumb and rips off part of the nail. 

 

“Jesus! FUUUUUCK!” Christ yells in rhino raged pain. He suckles at 

a small drop of blood and feels a little buzzed.  

 

“Dad?” 

 

Nice place you got here. Need any help? 

 

Jesus eyes his father with contempt. “What could you help with.” 

 

Anything really, I am God after all 



 

“Hard Pass.” 

 

Nice scar, kid, how'd you get it? 

 

Jesus doesn't answer 

 

Is something wrong, my child? 

 

YOU LET ME DIE! 

What kind of father lets his Son Die! 

Don't go full Rhino 

 

‘I was asleep man, i didnt even know’ God shrugs 

 

Look at this mess youve made - the world is crumbling you old Fuck. 

Pay attention. I mean what were you thinking when you made this 

place. 

 

I WAS HIGH OK, is that what you want to hear? 

 

‘Id like to hear a fucking apology’ Jesus spits. He slams the heel of his 

hand through the concrete wall behind him. Angry Rhinos dance in his 

veins. 

 

“God doesnt apologize” God replies in third person 

 

“Then we have nothing more to talk about” Jesus spits back 

 

God turns and heads downstairs. 

 

He heads downstairs again. 

 



A red neon Soulcycle sign beams the club-lit scene. 

 

“Feel the Burn Ladies! 

 

Yes work it work it you got this faster comon lets go lets go lets go lets 

go dont let up lets go lets go! Were climbing a hill now! CLIMB 

CLIMB CLIMB! RACE LIKE THE DEVILS AT YOUR BACK!!!!” 

He relished in their torture as he excersized his demons. 

 

Lucifer spots God in the doorway 

 

“OK ladies weve hit the top of the hill, lets cycle it down and cruise 

our heartrates to rest. Focus your breathing. Perfect. Great job Cindy, 

you really climbed that mountain. Keep on that cooldown, i'll be back 

in a minute.” 

 

He Goes to God, pulling off his headset microphone and shakes hands. 

Celestial sparks cement their grip. A small brown mouse investigating 

the crumbles of a protein bar bursts into flames. 

 

“Hey bro, heard the Cross drop upstairs, havnt heard that in months, I 

take it you talked to Him?” 

 

Yea 

 

Howd it go 

 

‘Not great’ God shrugs 

 

So what brings you through? 

 

Bro…. you got any work? 

That Timeless Question raced through Lucifer’s mind 



Is God visiting Soulcycle looking for work because hes broke or 

because hes bored?  

 

Not really, why 

Whats he after? 

 

I just need to make a little cash man  

There we go 

 

Ill do anything. I just need to make some money and get back on my 

feet, you know. Its hard being Homeless. 

 

The word homeless made Lucifer want to bathe his hand in Purel 

Plunge them into the bowels of Hell in purifying fire 

Just chop his fucking hands off and buy new ones 

He re-lived the grimy handshake with homeless God and a small 

shiver 

 

“A few people have thrown me some change or a half eaten 

sandwhich, but no one seems to want to actually help. I could swear 

im Still Invisible, but I havnt drank in weeks, honest! If I could just 

find some steady work for a little bit….. Really bro, ill do anything. 

That floor could use a moppin, eh?” 

 

Rather than help, Lucifer opted for the easier option 

 

Stay here he told God 

….aaactually, wait outside Ill meet you in a minute 

 

“Sure thing, Luce” 

 

------ 

 



God waited outside the hybrid Crossfit /// Soulcycle and smoked his 

vape. 

He saw a group of very toned men and women enter Pontious Pilates 

Studio across the street. Shadows lined triceps in the midday sun. 

 

Traffic swelled. A wall of Ford F150s came down the road while Jesus 

came up the stairs 

 

They spotted each other at the same time in awkward eye contact 

 

I….uhhhh…. 

 

Jesus looks through God, shoulder checking his Father without 

breaking stride. Peter in tow, he tosses the keys and climbs in the 

passenger seat of his Subaru. “You Drive” 

 

Peter climbs in the driver's seat and fires up the very practical car. 

Peter backed out of the lot and attempted to merge into traffic. He 

could feel the heat of rage rise from Jesus and knew better than to 

speak first. They sat quiet for a full minute. The blinker interupts 

silence in metronome. 

 

Are we FUCKING GOING or NOT!? The J-man yelled 

 

Yea man, just looking for an opening 

 

FAGGGOTTS Jesus yells out the window at the wall of F150s 

blocking the road 

 

Peter spots an opening and guns it 

 



Wanting to put distance between himself and the people his ill-

tempered companion had hurled such an inappropriate, degrading 

insult at, Peter guns it some more. 

 

64 in a 35, Peter’s heart skips a beat when he hears the sirens 

 

Peter checks his mirrors and notices there are absolutely zero Ford 

F150s behind him. Only a single Police Cruiser. He takes a deep 

breath and pulls over. 

 

Jesus is getting worked up. 

 

‘Bro, I told you to take me to Chick Fill A’ 

 

Cops man 

 

“I dont give a fuck, just GO.” 

 

Dude, its the cops 

 

“I AM THE SON OF GOD AND I DEMAND YOU TAKE ME TO 

CHIC- FIL-EH” 

 

The Rhino raged fueled tantrum of divinity arcs lighting out the 

Subaru 

Every bird for seven miles explodes and the internet goes dark across 

California 

 

Peter continues to the homophobic poultry-serving resturaunt and pulls 

into the drive thru. 

 

Jesus leans across his companion and speaks out the driver side 

window 



 

Uhhhh yea, Two Spicy Chicken sandwhiches, without the bread and 

mayo 

 

So just two pieces of spicy chicken sir? The window responds 

 

Yea thats great, thanks 

 

‘Totally Keto Bra’ he nudges to Peter 

 

Jesus gets his Chick-Fil-A and the author recieves a cease and desist 

for spelling the homophobic poultry peddler’s name correctly for the 

first time. He is unsure if satire is a right protected by the 1st 

amendment. 

 

Peter peeled off, tires screeching. 

 

The cop ordered nuggets and pursues 

 

“Is this happening in the past or present?” Peter asks Jesus confused at 

verb tense consistency 

 

“Doesnt Matter” Jesus shouts, adding ‘fuck this place’ and throws his 

chicken wrappers out the window 

 

Peter is disgusted at J-Man’s littering and fowl language 

 

It is in tense. The scene has exploded into a full blown high-speed 

chase down the California highway 

 

“Wait is this in Alabama or California?” 

“Doesnt Matter, just FUCKING DRIVE!” 

 



More cops joined in 

 

The lead cop eats nuggets one-handed 

They are divine 

 

The Subaru’s weakness is in its weight distribution 

 

Jesus was so SWOLL he crushed the right side of the car’s suspension 

 

A tire blew and the subaru spun out 

 

The cops wringed around Jesus and Peter 

 

Jesus licked cajun seasoning off his fingers with one hand and opened 

his black medical clutch with the other 

 

Screaming ‘LETS DO THIS’ he shot the remaining 28ml of Rhino 

Testosterone straight into his Heart 

 

Daddy issues mixed with Rhino Venom in a violent supersized #6 

combo 

 

He has Risen 

He has Risen 

He has Risen 

Full Rhino 

 

Tearing the door off, Jesus broke out of that pussyass Subaru 

 

SIR, DO NOT MOVE and PLACE YOUR HANDS ON YOUR 

HEAD 

 

Jesus charged forward in a thunderous roar 



 

Eat my body, BIIIIITCH. Jesus yelled cracking the first Pig in the 

mouth with the uneaten bun of his ChicFillAy 

 

The family man of four crumpled by The Fist of the Son of God and 

toasted sesame bread 

 

DRINK MY BLOOOD, BIIIIIITCH! 

 

Jesus hurtles himself into the fray, smashing pigs left and right. His 

crossfit-rich muscles celebrate their exertion. The feeling of RHINO is 

Ecstatic. 

 

Several cops jump on Jesus and attempt to subdue him. He throws 

them all off shouting 

 

LOOKING FOR JESUS? YOU JUST FUCKING FOUND HIM 

 

A ring of cops open fire 

 

Bullets ricochet of Jesus’ Rhino hide, but they really fucking sting 

 

He shoves a police cruiser to the side and sprints off in the distance. 

 

The cops attention shifts to Peter sitting in the driver seat of the 

doorless Subaru. 

 

I don't know him 

 

I'm not with him 

 

He denies knowing Jesus a third time and The Rooster Crows.  

The Gospel of John 18:27 



-------------------------------- 

 

God broke his fall with one hand and his Vape with the other. Today 

sucked 

 

He Had Risen to his feet when Lucifer came out the door with an 

envelope he handed to God 

 

God squeezed the two little metal things that stick through the hole in 

the envelope flap. He squeezed the sides of the envelope and the 

opening flared wide. Cash. 

He reached in and squeezed the cash. He kind of just liked squeezing 

things. 

 

“10 kay bro, spend it wisely. Look it's been great catching up, but I 

gotta get back to my class. God Bless!” Lucifer strides into the 

building and down the stairs still thinking how he touched that man’s 

hand. 

 

God checked the cash again. He pulled it out and counted it. Lucifer 

could be cheap sometimes, but the money checked out. He tossed the 

envelope to the street and placed the cash in his robe. A brief whiff of 

his Godpits convinced him to splurge on a hotel for the night. 

 

Traffic had come to a standstill and there was something reaaaallly gay 

going on. God thought it looked like fun. A big ol pile of bodies. He 

considered joining in, but his permeating stench caught fresh in His 

own nostrils and he decided it would be rude. 

 

Some faggot in an F150 screamed at the pile of love which made god 

unhappy. 

 

He fingers the cash and ponders where He will go next…. 



XI: Prozac 

 

He had led the Children too far 

 

On one knee, he preyed before god 

 

Small boys screamed and shouted, running in youthful chaos 

 

Some played hide and seek 

 

But the children were slow and he had led them too far. His bullets 

strike nothing but the air between swingsets at Liberty Park. 

 

Todd’s eyes watched and followed while his hands deftly switched 

magazines in an instinctive automotion rehearsed countless times 

 

The cold steel of an AR-15 resonated power in his hands. 

 

He ejected the empty mag and tossed it to the grass, surveying for new 

targets. 

 

A concerned citizen picked the empty container off the ground and 

placed it in the recycling bin  

 

Dressed to the Nines millimeter in his combat finest 

Kevlar vest with extended groin flap 

Tactical knee pads and combat boots over Gucci Fatigues 

Bandoliers of ammunition criss-crossed his chest like a white Pancho 

Villa 

Backup pistols slung low from each hip 

He somehow fit his entire collection of 27 knives on his body and 

intended to use them all 



A level of organization to rival Marie Kondo he was an an ergonomic 

masterpiece of killing 

 

Todd Junior glanced at his reflection in a car window. He looked So. 

Fucking. Cool. 

 

Apple Watch rotated to the inside of his wrist for a tactical display he 

could read while firing. 

He was at 18,000 steps for the day and 73 bullets. His heart rate was 

steady amidst the chaos. 

 

Push notifications supposedly silenced, Todd Jr was angered by the 

intrusion of a French Bulldog on his tactical display. 

 

He spoke to the only girl who listened. 

 

“Hey Siri, play Lil’ Ibuprofen” he commanded his watch  

 

The French Bulldog vanished as he fixed his loose left Airpod 

 

 He cranked up the soundtrack to his slaughter 

 

Lil’ Ibuprofen’s latest beat was killer. 

 

Todd Junior smiles at the helicopter above him and goes back to work 

 

________________ 

 

 

Like an explosives expert in Afghanistan, Todd Junior deftly defused 

the microwave with one second to spare and removed his burrito. 

 



It had been four days since he last spoke out loud and three since he 

left his house. 

 

Todd scrolled instagram and studied the pussy he wasn't getting 

 

An infinite world of unclothed females and not a single one would talk 

to him 

 

He didn't understand why. He used every style tip from GQ and read 

Men’s Journal religiously. 

 

Todd tries to initiate a conversation with a particularly slutty looking 

Thot named @AbercrombieGoddess 

 

‘Show me your bobs’ he slid into her DM’s 

 

Realizing his typo, he felt like an idiot. Now she definitely wouldn't 

respond 

 

He was desperately lonely and incredibly sexually frustrated 

 

Todd considered hiring an escort for a simple handjob, but decided 

paying for sex is what losers do and didnt want to break the law. 

 

He went back to DMing the whores of instagram instead. Offering to 

buy them dinner and show them his 8 inch four inch cock. 

 

Message read 

 

None responded 

 

He was desperately lonely and incredibly sexually frustrated 

 



A handjob from a sex-worker probably would have done the trick, but 

Todd Junior was not a Loser. 

 

----- 

 

His streak of desperation extended; every day was a new low score. He 

had no friends and his sexual life had been dry for the five years since 

Becky gave him a pity blowjob in their highschool locker room. 

 

Girls just would not talk to him 

 

Dumb sluts 

 

He considered changing his name to Chad or Blake to improve his 

odds of intercourse, but he could not dishonor his Father like that. 

 

Todd Junior thought of his Dad and began to cry. It was the fifth year 

anniversary of his death. 

 

I just feel so alone 

 

A handjob from a sex-worker probably would have helped 

 

Todd walked to his liquor cabinet and determined to kill himself. 

 

-------- 

 

Waking on his back in a hospital gown, Todd Jr felt confused and 

ashamed of his dress. 

 

“Hang in there champ” a woman said 

 



“We pumped most of the alcohol from your system, but you will 

probably defecate charcoal for the next few days. Drink plenty of 

fluids. The on-staff psychiatrist would like to have a word before you 

leave.” 

 

His hungry eyes x-rayed nipples through her calm-blue scrubs in the 

drafty room. He obeyed her enchanting voice.  

 

Todd Junior entered the Psychiatrists room. Cold clinical vinyl 

flooring stole heat from the souls of his bare feat. Graduation plaques 

and certificates of authority decorated the sterile room. A small 

window gleamed views of the parking lot and traffic. He noticed an 

abundance of F150s on the street two floors below. Nice Trucks. 

 

Todd Jr took a seat opposite the desk of the Psychiatrist. Her breasts 

were perky despite her age. 

 

He studied the abundance of smart-sounding books on her shelves. 

 

A faint smell of lemon and alcohol resonates from freshly sterilized 

surfaces. There was not a single plant in the room.  

 

“Let's talk about life” the overworked psychiatrist began. She eyed the 

clock on the wall 

 

4:57pm 

 

------ 

 

I am so tired. I am so tired all the time 

 

It was her last patient. The Doctor’s concentration wandered to dinner 

and she pondered the ripeness of her avocados at home. In a quantum 



state, there is no middle ground. They are ripe or they are not. The 

rock-hard avocados she left this morning would either be creamy 

perfection or a browning mush around gargantuan Pit. Stuck in her 

office, it was impossible to know. 

 

4:58pm 

 

She attempted to make eye contact with her patient, a young man 

named Todd Junior, but his gaze was fixed downward  

 

‘Lacking eye contact indicates feelings of shame’ she wrote on her 

legal pad 

 

“I know how you must be feeling” she said  “mental health is a 

complex issue, but don't worry, we have a solution.” 

 

She handed the patient a bottle of Prozac and looked at the clock again 

 

4:59pm 

Just one more minute… 

 

“Now before I can release you, Ill need you to sign this” 

 

The Good Doctor slides a single-paged document across the table and 

hands him a G-2 pilot by blic. 

 

She watched the pen carefully, determined not to let another patient 

walk off with the greatest writing instrument of Heaven and Earth. 

 

‘What is it?’ 

 

“Its a pledge to the State saying you promise not to Kill yourself” 

 



‘I uhhh, I don't really understand. This paper makes me feel …’ 

 

5:01pm. This is taking fucking forever 

 

“If you don't sign the page, we will be forced to retain you in custody 

under 24 hour supervision until we determine you are not at risk of 

harming yourself or others”  

 

The thought of staying in this place any longer makes Todd want to 

Kill himself again, so he signs the pledge and accepts the pills 

 

----- 

 

Todd left the building in his hospital gown carrying his bottle of 

Prozac. His soiled clothes were wrapped in a plastic bundle labeled 

with his name and blood type. It was negative. 

 

“Nice Dress Faggot!” yelled a passing driver in a Ford F150 

 

He thought about killing himself, but the contract forbade it 

 

---- 

 

The next few weeks were actually a marked improvement for Todd 

Junior. 

 

He began working out and losing weight. He stopped eating frozen 

meals and began cooking instead. 

 

A girl at the pharmacy actually laughed at a joke he made. Todd was 

unaware it was nervous laughter 

 

He was feeling great and incredibly Pro Prozac 



 

He walked outside daily to the market and brought home fresh 

produce. He smiled at the women admiring his fedora 

 

Todd Junior was starting to feel ready for the world 

 

His mind still raced constantly with the thought of girls. His 

unsolicited instagram messages still illicited no response and he 

decided on a more old-school approach 

 

Todd downloaded Tinder and set up his profile. He made sure to 

include the photo of the fish he caught and a shirtless selfie from the 

gym displaying his 2 and one half abs. He swiped right in rapid fire on 

every single girl figuring he could more efficiently spend his time 

picking out the hottest ones from his match list rather than look at the 

pictures pre-swipe. 

 

Its a Tuesday night and Todd stands at the stove pondering where the 7 

pounds of spinach went. Adding more handfuls of the iron-rich leafy 

greens he watches them shrivel and vanish into a small limp pile in the 

corner of the frying pan. 

 

Ping! The sound from his always-silent phone startles him. Todd 

Junior’s eyes light up.  

 

He has a match on Tinder. 

 

‘hey’ she wrote 

 

A lovesong of thought and consideration. Todd Juniors heart is racing. 

He clicks her profile. 

 



At first he believes the app is frozen. It says she has six photos in her 

profile, but he keeps swiping and the photo never changes. Scrolling 

all the way left then all the way right he realizes the photos are indeed 

different. Selfies all shot from the same height and angle on the 4 

megapickle forward-facing camera of her iphone 5. He scrolls left and 

right again and again, watching her outfits change around frozen duck 

face. The photos are dominated by overemphasized cleavage from 

heavy breasts in too-tight tank tops ranging in color from green to blue 

to pink, to pink again, to white. The final photo showcases her finest 

duck face with a hesitant cameo of a local celebrity attempting to 

operate a normal life shopping at public stores. 

 

Todd Junior reads her profile: 

 

NJ -> FL 

5’2 short and feisty 

If you can't handle me at my worst, you don't deserve me at my best! 

Definitely not like other girls 

Buy me Dinner! 

 

‘M’lady’ Todd writes back thinking of her breasts 

 

‘How tall are you?’ she responds 

 

5’10. Would you like to meet for Dinner? 

 

‘Oh, sorry, I don't date guys under 6 feet’ 

 

Todd is dismayed and feels inadequate. He goes back to swiping, this 

time more careful to study the details in the endless stream of potential 

mates. 

 



Skirt so short you can see every dance recital her father missed. Todd 

reads Jessica’s profile: 

 

NYC -> London -> Florida 

Vegan 

Definitely Not like Other Girls 

5’1 and Sassy 

Buy me Dinner! 

If you are under 6ft dont message me 

 

Todd felt hurt and a brief thought of killing himself penetrated the 

Prozac, but the contract he signed forbade it. Todd was scared of the 

intrusive thought and considered seeking more professional help, but 

the $60,000 bill from his last hospital visit was very dissuasive 

 

Days passed and His hurt became a bitter taste as he continued 

scrolling. All Tinder Profiles read the same. A parade of swipes 

passively rejecting his 5’10 self. These girls, who were definitely not 

like other girls, wanted nothing to do with Tiny Junior Todd. 

 

He feels three feet tall and in a bitter retort, Todd updates his own 

Tinder profile to read  

 

“If you are under a C-cup, dont message me.” 

 

The effect is instant. 

 

Sparking on Tumblr, his face went viral across the internet as The 

Shallow Face of a beta Male. 

 

Disgusting 

What a shallow Pig 

Fedora Fuckhead 



No Respect 

betaCUCK 

No wonder his dad killed himself 

Fucking Idiot 

Jealous Midget 

Short Idiot 

Easy now, Napoleon 

Tiny Man Child 

Toxic Masculinity at its Finest 

 

Having forgot to take his Prozac that day, Todd Junior feels incredible 

 

So. Much. Attention. 

 

He is receiving more attention now than he ever has in his life 

combined. 

 

Embracing the labels and basking in the spotlight, Todd Junior is 

hungry for more. 

 

He drives to Walmart and leaves with a trunk full of military-grade 

attention-getters. 

 

------- 

 

Code 503, Active Shooter situation at Liberty Park, proceed with 

caution  

 

‘10-4, en route’ Officer Dave Randal Johnson responds to his walkie 

 

He Figured two dozen officers was plenty to detain some roided up 

Crossfit nut and broke his pursuit to respond to the latest emergency. 

 



He salivated at the words Active Shooter 

Ill be a Hero 

 

Dave Randal Johnson executes a perfect Tokyo-drift crushing a family 

of ducks in a smoke-filled U-turn 

 

Paul Walker Smiles from Heaven 

Too Fast, Too Furious, Too Soon 

 

Pushing 99 in a 20 he wipes the adrenadrool from his face 

Active Shooter 

 

His car groans and smokes as the needle scratches 140 miles per hour 

god I love this feeling 

 

A wall of F150s and a pile of naked bodies blocks the road ahead so he 

jumps the curb and continues down the sidewalk narrowly missing a 

homeless man dressed in robes. 

Im like John fuckin Mcclane! 

 

Terrified pedestrians jump out the way of Police Officer Dave Randal 

Johnson 

 

He feels a bump on the grill of his car and keeps going 

Ill be in all the papers 

 

A woman screams 

A Hero 

 

He adjusts his rearview mirror and eyes the screaming woman 

clutching a limp leash 

oops 

 



Dave Randal Johnson remembers his training and turns the sirens on 

weeoooweeooweeoooweeeooooo!!!! 

 

“Suspect is confirmed under 6 feet tall. Be on the lookout for an 

undateabley short man in tactical garb and fedora.” 

 

“Confirmed, Black Teens in Hoodies” Dave Responds 

 

Dave whips his cruiser, spurning it to go faster. Today is his day. 

Hero 

 

He spots the dangerous criminal and is Ready. 

 

Michael Bay later creams his pants at the slow motion replay of action 

car acrobatics 

 

Dave Randal Johnson rips the ebrake and guides his Crown Vic into a 

sideways drift. The needle has passed bracketed measurements in 

miles per hour and states a foreign 300kph. He has no idea how many 

football fields per farenheit that is but knows its Fucking Fast. 

 

The car slips perpendicular to the road and he opens the door, tucking 

and rolling while simultaneously drawing his Glock from holster. 

 

He shoulder tucks to the pavement and springs to his feet. 

Like John fucking Wick 

 

The momentum transfer carries him forward into a full tactical sprint, 

gun raised and ready. 

Hero 

 



Locking eye contact with his aggressor, Dave opens fire empting 15 

rounds in 2.3 seconds, a semi-automatic world record. If only his 

fingers could work that fast for his Wife. 

 

Hot brass shells bounce off the pavement.  

 

Ejecting the clip Dave Randal Johnson slaps in a replacement before 

gravity pulls the first to the ground. 

 

A concerned citizen picks up the empty metal scraps and places them 

in recycling with judgement.  

 

Twelve of his 15 shots find their mark 

 

He walks over to the black teen and rolls back his hoodie. 

 

A-probably-stolen-Snickers-bar sits in the Teen’s kangaroo hoodie 

pocket 

 

Dave Randal Johnson searches the dead criminal’s pockets looking for 

identification 

 

He finds no ID, only a few crumpled bills and a receipt for the 

probably-stolen-Snickers-Bar. Dave Randal Johnson pockets the 

probably-also-stolen cash and shreds the alibitic receipt. 

 

His attention snaps to shadows in his periphery. 

 

His balls tighten as a fist grip of fear takes him. There are black people 

everywhere. 

 

Streaming in exodus from Liberty Park a mass of people are sprinting 

and screaming. 



 

Black, white and even a few Chinamen run in a panic’d mob from the 

Park 

 

Dave’s radio crackles “Additional shots fired. Confirmed, two active 

shooters. First is described as a teeny tiny white male under 6ft in 

tactical military garb. Second suspect described as White Man 

impersonating an honest police officer. Proceed with caution” 

 

“10-4 Confirmed. Black Men in Hoodies” Dave radios in 

 

The mob of people sprints towards him. 

 

Help! Help! They Scream 

 

“Backup, I need Backup! They're coming right at me!” Dave Screams 

 

A black man holds a white woman tight. She is bleeding from the 

stomach and limping. He is likely abducting her, Dave concludes. He 

cant see the gun he knows the black man holds. 

 

YOU MOTHERFUCKER! Dave Randal Johnson screams at the black 

man, emptying his second magazine. 

 

There are too many of them 

 

“Backup, I NEED BACKUP NOW” 

 

Black people everywhere, Dave believes his time has come 

Be THE Hero 

 

Preparing himself and his last magazine of ammunition, Dave resolves 

his final stand. 



Like the Alamo 

 

The swarm of Negroes thickens as a local BBQ breaks from the park 

in a post-church Sunday picnic of panic 

 

Theres just too many of them 

 

Out of Ammo, Dave prepares for The End when he feels a tap on his 

shoulder 

 

“Looks like you could use some help” Todd Junior smiles handing 

Dave an extra magazine. 

 

Dave sighs in relief. Hope is alive. 

 

They shoulder their weapons side by side and take aim. 

 

Wave after wave, they fire. Dave at anything darker than milato and 

Todd, anything with a pulse. 

 

Todd’s bandoliers are nearly dry. Dave opens up his Amazon Prime 

app and orders a bazooka with same day delivery, unsure if it will 

arrive in time. 

 

It does.  

 

He aims at a large group of black youths carrying probably-stolen-

books he assumes are about rape, robbery, and Crack Cocaine. 

 

He fires. 

 

The explosion is massive and American. He prides himself in not 

flinching. 



Fucking awesome 

 

Dave turns to Todd to validate his machismic pride. 

 

Todd lays on the ground, white skin turning whiter. Dark blood pumps 

from a shrapnel wound in his chest.  

 

T...T...Todd? 

 

Blood trickles from Todds mouth as Dave drops the Bazooka to cradle 

his head 

 

A single tear drop punctuates the emotional loss of his White Brother 

 

“Its ok Todd, you are going to be OK.” 

 

Todd Junior’s eyes roll back and he slips away 

 

The sunset shines in shell casings and a bloody tumbleweave rolls 

down the quiet street. 

 

An internal investigation later concludes Dave’s actions were in self-

defense 
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A Death in the Desert 
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God walked across the desert; only his shadow followed 

He snapchatted the scene to no one and it faded from existence 

 

If a Snapchat isn't read, did it even happen? 

 

God was lost in more ways than one 

He had lost his way, lost his path 

The literary way to find your path is to go back to the beginning and 

so He did 

 

Back to the desert where it all began 

 

The Light sat high, rays beating heat into the sunbaked earth 

 

Fuck its hot he thought 

At least its that dry heat 

 

He mopped sweat from his brow and continued forward 

 

Feeling like a piece of beef jerky, he began to panic a bit. 

 

God was not used to this realm and the feeling of mortal thirst sat high 

in his throat 

 

The Divine Shriveling Raisin That No One Wanted 

 

He stumbled forward into an endless ocean of hot flat earth. 

 

God needed water and needed it fast 

 

---- 

 

A rogue cactus catches God’s eye. 



 

Fierce in demeanor, its straight stalk bristled with thorns. A sharp 

image softened by its small red flower. 

 

God ruts around the Cactus like a desert piggie. 

Hoping for the moisture of groundwater 

The Earth Yields None. 

 

Panic quickened, God dug faster. Hasty and reckless his thumb grazed 

a thorn of the Pretty San Pedro  

 

MOTHERFUCKER god screams 

 

His fury overrides realization and he boots the cactus with his foot 

 

Spikes stab through Crockholes 

 

He falls 

 

 

---------- 

About 24 hours in the future 

 

What a ride, God thought. Jesus fuck that was incredible! I feel so 

light and unburdened.  

 

“I know, right” she said with a loving hand on his chest 

 

“Got anymore drugs?” God asked with slight indifference 

 

She responded:  

Beware of wisdom you did not earn. These drugs speak louder and 

faster than can be comprehended. Its important you reflect on the 



lessons of your experience and not fall into the trap of a new kind of 

shallow entertainment. 

 

Respect the drug. Take the time to digest your experience and reflect it 

with action in your real life. Be the good changes. Let go of the pains. 

Do them in discreet moderation, I find once per major life chapter to 

be a great way to turn the page. Do them with research, care, good 

environment and the support of someone trusted and experienced.” 

 

“You are so wise, you really remind me of someone” God said 

 

an ex? 

 

“Kind of” God responds. She used to be a big part of me. Until I let 

her go for another man 

 

Thats very big of you, to let her go without jealousy. Or maybe you 

felt it, but overcame it. Either way, im proud of you. 

 

“Thanks. Im sorry I forgot your name” 

 

Eve, my name is Eve, like the rapper. 

 

I knew you reminded me of her  

 

They share a farewell look. I need to find my Son 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Time From Cactus Consumption = 0  

 

                                                       O        

 

 * 
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God sits slumped on his ass in defeat. Dying of dehydration with 

Crocks stigmated by cactus thorns. 

 

The lower angle of his selfpityslump gleams the bright reflection of a 

small pool of water at the breakline of the Crock-Crushed Cactus. 

 

His blood beats heavy like gravy in his veins 

 

He dives towards the cactus greedily but more carefully and sips the 

precious few drops of sweet water. 

 

God has unknowingly just ingested Mescaline, A Powerful 

Hallucinogen from the San Pedro Cactus. It would later prove to be 

one of the most moving experiences of his life. 

 

TFCC = 15 

 

God thinks of his son and regrets not giving him time and attention 

when he had the chance 

 

He tries to cry but there is nothing left in him 

 



He regrets his sloppy bender that created this whole mess 

 

He regrets allowing those shitty bankers and consultants into the 

Highest Office 

 

He regrets 

 

TFCC = 30 

 

He repents not tipping the delivery boy and making him walk those 

stairs 

 

He repents not listening to Eve’s wise counsel and mourns his 

impotence to protect her 

 

He repents his stupid ass Crocks and their stupidass Crockholes. 

 

He repents all his mistakes and breaks down entirely. 

 

Forgiving himself, He repents and lets go. 

 

TFCC = One Hour 

 

He navigated them carefully 

 

Every cactus blooms a flower but still keeps its thorns 

 

Painfull lessons grace him. 

 

He thought of the Cactus and its pretty flower with love. He felt bad 

for any hurt he delivered. He thanked the cactus for changing his 

perspective on life. 



The cactus is my ex girlfriend thought the Author... and no, she isnt a 

Vegan Jessica. 

 

One hour into his trip, God speaks to no one, but does so in the first 

person.  

 

“Wow, I feel amazing! Ive been so dark and grey for so long, I had 

forgotten what feeling good is like.” 

 

At the impermanent death of his ego, God’s normal mode of third 

person speech made no sense to him. He stopped feeling sorry for 

himself because he was unable to. He looked at the pretty landscape 

and wanted to explore. He felt thirsty, but hopeful life would help him 

find what he needed. 

 

Back on two feet, God skipped across the desert because it just felt 

good to do 

He couldn't care less about what no-one on snapchat thought. God left 

his phone, robes, Devil’s cash and crocks in the Sight of San Pedro. 

God went forth and played 

 

T = ) 

 

The Fleurid froze and pick packed the pillard. Two half-hours later, 

the Lorpel belked.  

 

For miles he skipped until the desert seemed to sparkle 

A hippityhop bunny crossed his path and wiggled its little nose 

 

“Do it again!” 

 

God scooped up the hippityhop desert bunbun and squeezed it just a 

little too tight. 



 

The bunny vomited sparkles on him and struggled free, hippityhopping 

away in the dry desert sand. I should love more carefully thought God, 

some things are fragile and some are sharp. 

 

But look at all these Sparkles! 

 

T= Walrus 

 

Off in the distance, God spotted a few figures in the shimmering 

heatwaves surrounded by a massive wooden construct 

 

Noah? Is that you? 

 

Hey bro im Griffin, nice to meet ya 

“Give me a hand will you” said Griffin hoisting a final piece of wood 

into place. Hammer hung from his belt and in his hand he held an 

abundance of nails. 

 

“Oh shit Bro, you look terrible! Here, drink some of my water” he said 

with whole-hearted generosity. 

 

Griffin eyed God’s sparkled nudity without concern or jealousy and 

handed him the bottle. 

 

“Sun’s bright man, you need some clothes?” 

 

“ nof ” 

 

Alright, thats cool, no prob, you just probably want to get some 

sunscreen on.  

 

“Wheres your camp?” 



 

God plumped in rehydration and his mind cleared a bit. 

 

“Where am I?” God asked the cactus 

 

“Welcome to Burningman!” the Cactusman responded 

 

 

 

T= Skyfire 

.  

“Hey you should really get that checked out. That could get infected.” 

The Pulsing Quasar gave him a taco, a bottle of water, a Menthol 

Cigarette, and a crystal. 

 

God had made a friend, but didnt really remember doing so.  

He thanked the Celestial Object for The Gift, but the gooey taco was 

hard to eat and his jaw ached from overclenching. Fuck, how does 

water taste dry? He chased the drywater with his Menthol Cigarette. In 

his current state, regular air tasted like a poor imitation. He asked the 

Pulsar for more Ciggies, but the Pulsar was “out” 

 

He looked at the bleeding crockholethorns still stuck in his foot and 

realized the pain he had been carrying, forgotten, but not.  

 

He thought of all the people still swimming, oblivious to the hooks and 

crockthorns left by ex lovers and He pulled his out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



T= Almost All Fucking Night 

 

God danced and danced and danced. Fairy lights floated the night sky. 

Angels road other Angels and Sybians and Bicycles and 

Dragontoobers. The Painted Men of Jackland tossed and tumbled 

while Half Shadowed Creatures of all kind Pulsed in 9 Types of 

Light.   

 

A Grumpkin stood at the Dishwasher Grabbing Plates and making 

incredible sounds. God had never heard music sound this great. A 

Snarkbark next to him ate a tiny stamp and offered more to other 

Snarkbarts. 

 

It is his first time dancing in a long time. As a kid, God’s Father had 

shut him down harshly for dancing when he should have been learning 

the family business. God just wanted to dance, but his father called 

him a hurtful name and the switch in his brain had hardwired. I dont 

dance. 

 

He looked like an idiot, but didnt care. The crowd of pixies and 

spaceghosts saw him dance like an idiot and loved it.  

 

MOAR! they encouraged 

 

A girl named Khaleesi kissed his cheek and gave him a crystal. She 

gave his naked butt a gentle pat that was entirely appropriate in the 

moment and went back to mopping glitter from the sand. 

 

MOAR! he danced. Like a trashbag in a fierce wind, this time, with no 

flies, man or woman. 

 

He highfived the Pulsing Taco-giving Quasar and smiled his biggest 

smile. He would dance forever. 



 

--- 

 

A minute later he was sitting in the sand in a brief interlude of 

hydrating fluids and soft foods.  

 

The dancemachine needed maintenance. 

 

God studied the Infinite in the two crystals he was gifted 

 

The psychoactive mescaline rolled to normal earth gravity for a brief 

moment of perspective and he thought - This is fuckin weird. 

Judgement and wonder mixed in the crystal hippietotems before him. 

He thought of dropping them. Are we really just idiots in the desert? 

But a sparkle caught his eye and he blasted back off to a danceland of 

spirit unweighted. I wish I could take my skin off too, he thought. 

 

T = Sunrise 

 

A group of old people stand in a crucible around a spaceship wearing 

mixed emotions. 

 

“I could just smite ya,” said God raising his cracklefingers and feeling 

a little mischevious 

 

No. It's important to me to show a new kind of ritual said the Well-

Dressed Mummy.  

 

It would speak to the wrong audience he continued. This is for those 

with the privilege of time-unsmitted. We know we can be smited at 

any day, that life is precious and each day should be loved like it could 

be your last.  

 



...but some of us are hitting ages where we just wish we were free 

again. Our bodies are old and tired. Our memories fading and fleeting. 

We hold the history of our own grandparents to exemplify descent. 

 

The body makes a sad prison. 

 

Our lives are helplessly shame-filled in hospice and only if we can 

afford it. Many of us are hemorrhaging money into our healthcare to 

postpone a life we have accepted to be pretty much just done. Our 

children mostly Love, but pleasantly resent us having little left to learn 

but the slow process of aging out. I'd rather my great grandson’s 

college finances secured than spend that money on another year of 

bedpans and confusion. I don't want my Children’s final memories of 

me to be wordscramble and diapers.  

 

We are tired of existing in a life without place or purpose. I have 

nothing left to do. I have lived a big life and I see this as an ultimate 

privilege. I am choosing here, now, with my affairs settled in a firm 

state of mind. I am choosing now to die. 

 

As an immortal, God could not sympathise nor understand. God felt 

entirely unqualified to pass judgement on the Man’s decision and so he 

didn't. 

 

The well-dressed Mummy hobbled with an enthusiasm far denser than 

his bones. He smiled to friends as they wiped away tears. He touched 

their hands as he walked towards the spaceship pod. 

 

He climbed in the pod and drifted to sleep as nitrogen patiently filled 

the airspace. Replacing oxygen without pain or panic, lungs still 

feeling full of Real Air, he grew tired and breathed lighter and drifted 

deeper. His friends and family closed the ring around him. They 

treasure him and remember his deephearted farewells fondly as well as 



a long-winded speech he gave about the Immaturity of Western 

attitudes towards Death. He was fortunate to have a beautiful family 

that was more concerned with his quality of life than his estate. The 

decision was his and they accepted it, knowing the pain he was in and 

the unending Love he held for them. 

 

God thought of the mess back home and how he could honor the man 

who so gracefully confronted death. Such an honest expression of the 

Free Will he had given his humans…. And look what he had done with 

his own. 

 

 

 

T= The Rest 

 

God wandered and wondered. Reflecting on his life. The good, the 

bad, the ugly. He thought on his upbringing and how it has influenced 

his current behavior. He traced ideas back to the root and looked for 

those switches hard-wired by traumas both big and small, like the time 

his Dad told him to “stop dancing like a Faggot and pay attention.” 

 

He was feeling an overwhelming complication of multi-dimensioned 

emotions and paused to shit and cry. He was given many supportive 

words he couldnt hear and backgrubs by a whole parade of animals. 

He cried harder thinking now more of their struggles than his own. 

 

A crackle of electricity graced his back as a Panther approached and 

pawed. 

 

He followed the Panther back to its Panther cave.  

 

Together they talk, fuck, cry, laugh and rest together in an intimacy of 

no particular order 



XIII: Divine Chaos 

 

This is all out War and we don't even care. 

 

We point fingers at other groups and ignore the overlap of our own 

poor and hypocritical behaviors. 

 

We say ‘them’ too much. Snowflakes. Baby Boomer Cunts. Inbred 

Rednecks and Faggots.  

 

InstaThots and betaCucks. Arabic Sand Niggers. This shit comes from 

right left up and down. None of us are Innocent.  

 

We point blame and retreat to the comfort of our curated echo 

chambers without acknowledging that tribalism is fluid and 

reactionary. 

 

I'll say it again. 

 

Tribalism is Fluid and Reactionary 

 

We should not expect it to be consistent. It is not a coherent ideology, 

it is psychology. 

 

- 

 

To Ignore the ‘Why’ of Action is to Miss the Point Entirely. 

 

Headlines will Never explain ‘Why’ again. That time is over. It's time 

to read every word. 

 

Miss four meals in a row and find yourself becoming one of ‘Them’ 

 



Lose your job and find yourself becoming one of ‘Them’ 

 

Get robbed and become one of ‘Them’ 

 

Heartbreak and become one of ‘Them’ 

 

Slowly simmer in your pit of instashit and become one of ‘Them’ 

without even knowing it 

 

Whoever ‘Them’ is to you. You might be one of ‘Them’ already 

 

This is Vietnam for the Aging Soul 

 

It is Industrial Psychopaths in Pursuit of Oil and Unpaid School 

Lunches 

 

It is our unquestioning support of aMoral Aesthetics in artists like 

Chris Brown and Pablo Picasso. I write this listening Cardi B “Red 

Bars” cus that track is fucking fire. 

 

I'll go first. I am a hypocrite. 

 

It is Plastic Cards buying Plastic Products wrapped in More Plastic for 

Plastic People. 

Food for thought and the sea-turtles. 

 

It's the Tears of young girls who cant look themselves in the mirror. 

Their self-image held in Snapchat Filters stretching their faces and 

smoothing their skin to something fully unattainable in real life. Their 

worth is measured in likes and we expect them to ‘do the right thing.’ 

This shit is devastating. 

 



Its men being told we are wrong by militant leftists doing more harm 

than good. Most of us have it just as shit as the rest. Our emotions are 

complex and we are still learning to express them. Dont shut us down 

for trying. Allow us to fuckup and help us learn. We are raised from a 

generation told to “suck it up and be a man,” so please recognize the 

slow cultural learning curve. I still dont get it, do you want me to come 

to marches and voice my opinion or just shut the fuck up and get out 

of the way? I dont like crowds, so I tend to listen to the second group 

because it suits Me better. My tribe is reactionary and fluid to suit MY 

needs. 

 

Ive asked for consent before every first-kiss of the past three years, but 

fuck does that kill the romance of a moment. The Burningman hippie 

gently patting God’s dancing butt was totally kosher to all in the 

moment and done without words. Where is the line? What happens 

when we reach the point where everyone is too perilized by fear of 

judgement to run with the moment. Please check all desired boxes and 

write a legal description of what kinds of sex we can have. Sign on the 

dotted line. Brb, just gotta go get condoms and find a Notary Public. 

 

-- 

 

Miami Art Basel I found myself high on Ketamine, dancing my ass off 

at a technoclub. It was amazing. Surrounded by friends with a mutual 

concern for fun, safety and expression. All I wanted was to dance like 

a trashbag in a fierce wind. Miami muggy, I had my short sleeve taco-

print button-up fully open. A gentle breeze caressed his chest hair. 

 

A girl approached me and pinched my nipple. Hard. She twisted. What 

the Fuck! 

 

“I couldnt help myself, look how you are dressed” she told me. 

 



My jaw fucking dropped. I told her “were we in opposite positions, 

this story would be entirely different.” I would be in cuffs or stitches. 

It didnt matter that she was hot as fuck. I did not like the way she 

treated me and the way she made me feel. When I told this story to 

people back in NYC, most men nodded their heads in a whadya-do. 

Most women Laughed. They fucking laughed. Like it was funny. 

These are some of the same women at rights marches saying my body 

my rules. I think ‘Them’ and question my own hypocrisy and the times 

I have pushed the boundaries of consent. I feel Red Blue and Grey. 

 

We are clearcutting our integrity faster than the forests. 

I hardly fact checked my own fucking book. 

 

Its a $113 paycheck for a 10 hour day working for some shithead boss 

placed in nepotism.  

Thats like $86 in woman-years. 

 

Its the fucking polar bears drowning to sarah mclalagin. Her name 

cannot be spelled. 

 

Money and Greed have reached the top and penetrated all aspects of 

higher institution 

 

Apathy and Avocados have consumed us 

 

We ignore our own faults and point fingers at other tribes. We expect 

the tribes to make sense. But they cannot. Because they are fluid and 

reactionary and always changing to fit the needs they self-identify. 

 

That's what this book is. 

 

It is Chaos on All Levels 

 



---------------- 

 

King Scott sprinted down the street carrying two buckets of blood and 

a King Cobra 

He Ran 

Lego’s at 18x gravity dented his Knees 

He Ran 

Spiders filled his pockets 

He Ran 

AIDsmonkey on his Back 

He Ran 

Hitler followed 

He Ran 

 

It was a panic. People stopped believing in the system and the Exodus 

began 

 

Exchanging every Embercoin and Halo to his name for anything Real, 

King Scott fled from the panic as the Banks of Divinity began to 

crumble. 

 

megaBruce Myers can be seen in the background, smashing the First 

Wall. The Wall of Heaven. The Pearly Gates groan and strain in 

defiance, but alas, his Hulk Hands breach like Grond at Minas Tirith. 

 

----  

 

One of those gross ballsack cats clawed to his leg and bit his thigh 

rapidly. EinEinEinkEin! 

He Ran 

With Voodoo in His Blood 

He Ran 

Scott realized the horror of his former life and desired a better one 



He Ran 

He digested the reasons of his prejudice and the hate he cast forth 

He Ran 

He repented condoning similar behavior in his fellow Man 

He Ran 

Willing to give up everything for a new world with Integrity 

He Ran  

 

------- 

 

The Infinite had become too complex for any currency but faith. 

Seashells and spices? Bronze and Gold? Handwritten Letters of Credit 

turned to Plastic in pursuit of Oil and unpaid school lunches.. Buckets 

of Blood and Snakes? 

 

Currency is nothing but Faith in Fiction. We invent a system and agree 

on it. That's what makes it work. Belief. 

 

Halos aren't really backed by anything but Faith in the Almighty 

Institution and its power to Tax. 

 

How much do you trust Heaven right now? 

 

Embercoins aren't really backed by anything but Faith in a new type of 

system. 

 

Both can be abused. 

 

Considering Embercoins democratic inclinations, unmalleable 

accountability, and the fact Bruce Myers ascended all the way to 

Heaven in 6 minutes with a $.40 transaction fee is quite indicative of 

what the future holds. 

 



Both can have a future, but both have issues. The issue is us and how 

we use them. 

 

-- 

 

Maybe i shouldnt go too Manifesto thought the author 

Fuckit, this book Is Me.  

 

Money is the pursuit when money is the desire 

 

Money is a tool and should be used as such.  

 

Dont enslave yourself to an ideology that supports those who care 

nothing for you. 

 

Also plz buy my book, I want more artspace and a dog  

 

-- 

 

There is one Tribe that is rigid and enduring. It's the Tribe of Power. 

Those that have it do not like to share. There is a sliver of overlap in a 

triple venn diagram that seems to encompass most of them and it looks 

like this. 

 

Male | 60+ | Privileged Upbringing 

 

Plenty of exceptions of all colors and reproductive type, fewer of age. 

 

Ben Carson or that Dolt Betsy Davos. But in all reality, these people 

exist or hold their positions of power because they were placed there 

by Men of the Tribe. 

 



These are the ‘humans’ who actively profit from our base needs and 

emotions 

In pursuit of Oil and Unpaid School Lunches 

 

They pollute the world because they dont breathe the same air. Who 

cares about water in Flint when you have a fridge full of LaCroix and 

Dom. 

 

They promise what you want to hear and deliver nothing. 

 

War, Fear, and Uncertainty are the foundation of their legion. These 

are the psychotools they use to divide us. 

 

------ 

 

King Scott ran.  

 

He ran wild and blindly, stumbling into Cheesecake Crumble Brian 

and knocking him right in the chest. 

 

The Gluten-Free Crumble bursts from Brian  

 

Brian is ALIVE. He thinks of time wasted in self pity and that's 

enough to continue the story 

 

Scott and Brian sign a consent contract and make-out briefly, even 

though it wasn't notarized. 

 

They break apart and Scott hands a pale of blood to Brian, his hands 

were empty. 

 

Scott shared. He had an abundance.  

Scott shared. He decided it would be easier to do this together. 



 

------ 

 

MarybethSueAllen was busy carrying her fetus to a Terms of Service 

signing so she could access the details of her karmatic bank account. 

 

megaBruce can be seen in the background, shattering the Second Wall. 

The Gates of Hell grumbled and groaned as Bruce thrashed his mighty 

forked Megaladon-spiked Tyranasourus tail. He collects the Camp 

Laogai signage as a souvenir. 

 

Gate shrapnel explodes in Tyrannic fury, flying towards 

MaryAllenSueBeth 

 

A twisted steal dagger made from the metal wrought words Arbeit 

Macht Frei 

 

She watches it in slow motion as it hurdles in the air in a Point-of-

View Cinematic 

 

She closes her eyes. This world is worse than the last, she thinks. 

 

When her eyes open she holds the paling body of Vegan Jessica I. 

 

I really enjoyed your article she sputters 

 

It was filled with a lot of great ideas. It's a shame no one got past the 

headline. 

 

Marybeth cradles the body of Vegan Jessica 1 as she fades from life 

again. 

 

Dramatic Scream of Injustice followed by Dramatic…. 



 

----- 

 

 

--------- 

 

 

----------------- 

 

 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

 

PAWS! 
 

The Frenchi Finds its Feet 

 

Take my Hand! Says Vegan Jessica II dropping her phone to help 

 

----- 

 



Bruce Meyers pulls Megalodon Teeth from his spine and loads them 

into his AR-15. The teeth bite viciously, chewing through the Third 

Wall. The wall to Purgatory was soft-willed and gave in with a grey-

groan a smell of Corpus Cleanser Generic and a firm maybe. Ok fine. 

 

Blake spots Vegan Jessica II and just fucking kills himself again. 

 

He is unaware she has symbolically untethered herself from social 

media 

 

No one knows where Blake’s soul went 

---- 

 

Ringed by a group of black people who were extra sick of all this shit 

 

Having been gunned down by lunatic cops and sexually frustrated 

white men at picnics, churches, schools and 7-11s. 

 

Vegan Jessica II, Brian, King Scott and MaryAllenSueBeth, and 

countless others stand shoulder to shoulder. 

 

They shared their burdens, their sorrows, their joys and some of their 

wealth. Scott kept the King Cobra because he earned it and liked it and 

they were all Ok with that.  

 

Together they stood. Ready to fight 

 

Together they stood in independence. 

 

Together they stood having acknowledged their individuality. Their 

hypocrisy. Their strengths and flaws. They repented and forgave 

themselves the pain of the past. 

 



megaBruce roared at the defiance but there was nothing left to fuck up. 

Insulin prices were already high enough to snap the inelasticity of their 

demand. The people had rebelled. 

 

Powering his Naomi Cambell Tank Tread legs, he surged forward 

towards the small band of heroes. 

 

A panic of intimidation grips them and they scatter, bumping into one 

another and spilling pales of blood all over the floor. 

 

But the blood was rich and just a little of it made things a whole lot 

easier 

 

The Blood came from that triple venn diagram. It was composed of 

people like 

 

Jon Bolton and Mitch Mconnel 

 A warhawk across presidencies determined to fight and Kill all of 

“Them”; and a turtleCunt who plays chess with your rights and the 

wellbeing of his constituents 

 

As well as the rest who make a mockery of public service and parade 

their positions for personal greed. 

 

Yes, just a little bit of blood and a Spirit of Us helped lubricated the 

path to salvation 

 

Powersliding through the blood like frat bros with a case of beer and a 

bottle of liquid soap, Our Heros dodge, juke, and evade everything 

megaBruce can muster. Financial Derivatives and Toxic Debt are 

hurled, but find no buyer. 

 



megaBruce’s Anger builds. He cannot enslave them. He cannot break 

them. 

 

Their spirits are healed 

 

He pounds his 1999 Brad Avocado Pitt Torso and charges one last 

time. A blinding flash erupts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Epilogue 

 

Bruce Myers shreds the divine institutions of Heaven, Hell, and 

Purgatory in sinister delight, but to his dismay, he cannot break the 

4th wall. That is the Author’s job. 

 

God walks off into the desert and the author ponders how to best 

publish this Shitshow of a bookthing. What even is it? 

 

He briefly second guesses his decision to break the 4th wall, and runs 

with it. 

 

What began as a stickynote in near-illegible handwriting ‘Big 4 

accounting firms vs The Holy Trinity’ has become something else 

entirely. 

 

He smells his own BO and surveys his mess of a room. Sake bottles 

and pizza crust littered across scribbled notes, pictures and half-

thought concepts in his 10 foot Brooklyn shoebox. Caps removed, 

tilted bottles of overly-prescribed pills from a soft-willed young doctor 

spill from their orange vessels, sitting ready to keep him moving, 

sleeping and sometimes both at the same time. 

 

The author has not seen the sun in 8 days, having succumbed entirely 

to his innate nocturnal habits. He has literally no idea what day of the 

week it is, but is pretty confident it is June of the year 2019. This is the 

deepest down the art rabbit hole he has gone and feels tired, but 

incredibly full. He is ready for sunlight and to go for a run. He needs 

groceries.  

 

Feeling vulnerable and concerned he wrote too much of himself into 

this literary effort, or that shallow Headliners would abuse his words 

sans-context. The author debates how best to let the world know he 



does not condone the horrible words and actions he has written, but 

did enjoy the rollercoaster of thinking them. How to tell the world he 

tries his best to keep love in his heart for everyone. Be them Black, 

White, Chink or Fag. 

 

He second guesses the previous sentence and decides to keep it 

because it made him laugh. 

 

The Author is thrilled he wrote so many politicized words in 2019 

without ever mentioning Trump. 

 

Fuck 

 

The author struggles with the anxiety of his Grandmother reading this 

book. 

 

He thinks of his dwindling finances and the clients he's blown off to 

focus on art. He has no idea how to best plug his social handle 

@beerandcabfare on Instagram and twitter. Its also his Venmo if you 

want to buy him a burrito or sponsor his 15-burrito entrance fee to the 

Reader’s Choice literary contest. You can also donate through his new 

site www.casualblasphemy.com, which cost 20 burritos to create. 

 

He thinks of all the help and support his family and friends have given 

him in the 30 years it took to incubate this bookthing. 

 

He remembers a painting he left drying at the Con Artist Collective in 

the Lower East Side and thinks of how it has inconvenienced the 

fellow artists he shares space with. 

 

He feels guilty for haven stolen two lines of this book from The Office 

and a comment or three from uncredited Redditors and is unsure how 

to make this known. He ponders if his stolen sources stole their words 

http://www.casualblasphemy.com/


as well. How many combinations of words are actually original? He is 

pretty sure at least Dildo Wielding SpiderBeaver is one of them and 

feels proud. He welcomes anyone to take his words, but not his 

chapters or paragraphs. He worked hard on those. 

 

He is concerned not enough people are talking about how the Big 4 

Accounting Firms; Deloitte, KPMG, Ernst & Young, 

Pricewaterhousecooper and how they have fingers in absolutely every 

pot all over the globe. 

 

He thinks at the very least, their detailed x-rayed view of The Entire 

World makes them complacent in an extensive list of morally bankrupt 

behavior. They could use that power in great service if they willed it.  

 

He is concerned God and The J-Man may not think this book is very 

funny and Damn him to an eternity in Hell alongside his former-boss, 

Bruce Myers, and his equally morally bankrupt ex-girlfriend, Vegan 

Jessica II. Having dated two Vegan-Jessicas, he has sworn off them for 

good. He thinks of the pretty cactus and how she helped him. He 

eventually writes her with the text of page one. 

 

A friend asks him what he has been writing and he has no clue how to 

even describe it. A collection of stories of life and death? Gonzo 

fiction? Drunken philosophy? A Critique of Common Behavior? 

Divine Chaos? Nothing seems to fit so he tells them ‘just read it, I 

hope you enjoy it as much as I enjoyed creating it.” 

 

The author stretches his 5’10 and a half body and thinks of the come 

down, never has he had so much fun working on something for this 

long. He is also eager to go back to learning new arts and practicing 

with brush and pen. 

 



He dwells on the vastnest of punctuation, spelling, and grammor 

mistakes, deciding, they dont really matter and moves on 

 

He thinks of all the delicious words he never got to use and the 

volumes of stories left to tell. He considers writing more chapters and 

decides he needs to live more life first. 

  

 

He ponders potential cliffhanger endings both satisfying and open to 

sequels, and can think of none. 

 

 

 

The book ends 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Jesus Christ and Other Swear Words 

Volume II is in the works! 

Tips and Donations greatly appreciated through my website. Help 

keep me fed while I write Volume II and continue painting 

www.CasualBlasphemy.com 

 

 
I would Love your review on the kindle store – I need those 

numbers to peacock for publishers. Make me pretty! 

 

 

I am self-publishing now for creative control, tho I’d love to 

network with publishers and creators on future volumes for print, 

podcast audio & animation. If you know someone or have an idea 

for spreading the good word, hit me up!  

 

 

Cheers, 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

@BeerandCabfare 

IG/TWITTER 

http://www.casualblasphemy.com/


 

Casual Blasphemy 

A Handjob 
Avocado Toast 

At Burningman 

Vegan Jessica III 
For Sunscreen 

Casual Blasphemy 

Didnt happen 
God Gives a Handjob for Sunscreen at Burningman | How can I format this list to be in the shape of a 

Cross? 

Karma Credit (domain available) | Credit Karma (taken) | Treading Karma | It Seemed Like Such a Good 

Idea 

Most Rules Are Bureaucratic Masturbation | A birds nest of warm toilet paper covers the rim of the seat 

 
Inconsistent Formatting 

 

Eat my body, BIIIIIITCH! 
 

Don't Lead the Children So far 

 
It Seemed Like Such a Good Idea 

 

Anyone Offended is Part of the Problem 
 

The Big 4 Accounting firms vs the Holy Trinity 

Jesus was a little Pear-Shaped 

Runon Sentences and bad Punctuation, 

 

Testament III: God Strikes Back 
 

The New New Testament 

 
Testament the 3rd 

 

God III: The Return of God 
Death by Cuteness 

 

Casual Blasphemy 
 

Avocado Toast 

 

Vegan Jessica III 

 
Don't Show Grandma 

I wonder if anyone 

Is still reading this 
Hello Friend 

 


